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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Introduction 
 Exponential increases in computing power during the last 30 years have allowed 
operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to steadily refine their grid-spacing 
to better represent topographic features and related physical processes.  For example, the 
operational mesoscale model used by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
[now referred to as the North American Mesoscale (NAM) model (Janjic 2003)] has 
undergone incremental grid-spacing reductions from 80 km in 1993 to 12 km in 2001, and 
future plans are to reduce the NAM to 4-km grid-spacing by 2011 (Dave Novak, NCEP, 
personal communication 2009).  The reductions in model grid-spacing have contributed to 
significant improvements in forecasts of many important meteorological fields (e.g., Mass et 
al. 2002; Roebber et al. 2004), but improvements in warm-season forecasts of sensible 
weather phenomenon like deep moist convection and related fields have lagged considerably 
behind (e.g., Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Olson et al. 1995).  Because severe weather 
generated by deep moist convection (e.g., tornadoes, flash floods, derechos, and large hail) 
has a high societal impact in the United States (e.g., Kunkel et al. 1999; Brooks and Doswell 
2001), generating accurate and reliable short-term forecasts of warm season moist convection 
remains one of the most challenging tasks for the current generation of NWP models.   
 The deficiencies in warm season forecasts of deep moist convection have been linked 
to the use of cumulus parameterization (CP; e.g., Davis et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2006; Clark et 
al. 2007) which is necessary to depict the effects of sub-grid scale convective processes (e.g., 
Molinari and Dudek 1992).  Thus, it is widely believed that significant improvements in 
warm-season convective precipitation forecasts will not be obtained until operational 
mesoscale models use grid-spacing sufficiently small enough so that convective processes 
can be treated explicitly (i.e. CP can be turned off; Fritsch and Carbone 2004).  Furthermore, 
basic theoretical considerations regarding predictability (e.g., Lorenz 1969; Smagorinsky 
1969) as well as numerical experiments (e.g., Park 1999; Brooks et al. 1993; Wicker et al. 
1997; Walser et al. 2004; Kong et al. 2006; Hohenegger and Schar 2007), suggest that the 
time period in which it is possible to obtain highly skillful deterministic forecasts at scales 
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over which convection occurs is likely very short (of order 1 h).  Thus, similar to global 
ensembles used for medium and long-range forecasting of synoptic scale fields for which 
predictability limits are of order days [e.g., Global Forecast System (GFS; Toth and Kalnay 
1993) Ensemble Prediction System; European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF; Molteni et al. 1996) Ensemble Prediction System], forecasts explicitly depicting 
convection (convection-allowing forecasts, hereafter) must also use ensembles to manifest 
skill and quantify forecast uncertainty.     
 Only until very recently have computational capabilities begun to allow testing of 
convection-allowing forecasts in a real-time forecasting environment, and for the first time 
relatively large datasets of deterministic as well as ensemble convection-allowing simulations 
covering domains over most of the contiguous US are available.  The purpose of this 
dissertation is to utilize these datasets to explore various aspects related to the performance 
and characteristics of convection-allowing simulations relative to convection-parameterizing 
simulations with emphasis on ensemble guidance.   
 
Research Background 
 Atmospheric scientists began attempting to numerically model convective scale 
processes as early as the 1960s and 1970s, but limited computer resources allowed only very 
primitive models run under very idealized conditions (e.g., Ogura and Charney 1962; Takeda 
1971).  However, as computing technology advanced in the late 1970s and 1980s, it became 
possible to solve the three-dimensional equations of motion using relatively coarse grid-
spacing.  See Wilhelmson and Wicker (2001) for a thorough historical review of convective 
scale numerical modeling.  Until recently, the goal of most research involving convective 
scale modeling was to gain an improved understanding of convective system and severe 
storm dynamics and to depict the behavior of specific convection-related phenomena like 
outflow boundaries and tornadoes.  For example, using a three dimensional cloud model, 
Weisman and Klemp (1982) examined the impact of convective available potential energy 
(CAPE) and vertical shear on convective storm type and morphology, and Rotunno et al. 
(1988) developed the well known RKW-theory for long lived convective system maintenance 
based on the interaction between the cold pool circulation and environmental shear.  These 
3 
studies, along with many others using convective scale models (e.g., Weisman and Klemp 
1984; Droegemeier et al. 1993; Brooks et al. 1994 to name a few), have improved the 
understanding of convective scale processes and led to better forecasts of severe storms and 
related hazards.   
 Despite the somewhat remarkable success of convective storm simulations in 
reproducing phenomena like supercells and bow echoes, not much consideration was initially 
given to the use of these models toward direct forecast applications, although results of early 
modeling parameter studies [e.g., bulk Richardson number (Weisman and Klemp 1982, 
1984) and storm relative helicity (Davies-Jones et al. 1990)] were rapidly applied to 
operational forecasting with some success.  It was not until the visionary appeal made to the 
scientific community by Lilly (1990) to “... apply our knowledge to this purpose and subject 
our products to its discipline...”, and the formation of the Center for the Analysis and 
Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma (e.g., Droegemeier 1990, 1997), 
that significant progress toward implementing convective scale models as forecasting tools 
began to be undertaken.   
 One of the first experiments to demonstrate the potential for convective scale 
modeling in an operational forecasting environment was STORMTIPE (Storm Type 
Operational Research Model Test Including Predictability Evaluation; Brooks et al. 1993), 
which involved using a single environmental sounding to initialize a three dimensional cloud 
model for a horizontally homogeneous domain to predict storm type.  Later studies also 
explored similar strategies (e.g., Janish et al. 1995; Brooks et al. 1994; Droegemeier et al. 
1996; Wicker et al. 1997) for forecasting storm type and morphology.  By the early 2000s 
computational technology began to allow testing of relatively large domain three dimensional 
convection-allowing simulations run over heterogeneous domains similar to those run for 
coarser operational models.  The findings from a modeling study by Weisman et al. (1997) 
using quasi-three-dimensional squall-line simulations for midlatitude-type environments 
suggested that grid-spacing of 4-km is the coarsest resolution at which the evolution and 
circulation of midlatitude mesoscale convective systems could be reasonably depicted.  Thus, 
subsequent convection-allowing forecasting experiments typically used 4-km grid-spacing to 
4 
best utilize computational resources.  However, it should be noted that convection-allowing 
simulations do not necessarily resolve convection.  Indeed, there remains some debate in the 
research community regarding the grid-spacing needed to adequately resolve convection.  For 
example, Bryan et al. (2003) found a lack of convergence in properties of simulated squall 
lines for grid-spacing between 1000– and 125-m, and that entrainment and overturning within 
clouds could not be resolved until grid-spacing of order 100-m was used.  Thus, Bryan et al. 
(2003) argue that simulations can not be considered convection resolving until O(100-m) 
grid-spacing is used.   
 The first in a series of ongoing experiments testing convection-allowing 
configurations of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 
2005) in an operational forecasting environment as part of the NOAA/Hazardous Weather 
Testbed Spring Experiment program (e.g., Kain et al. 2003) began in 2003 in support of the 
BAMEX project [Bow echo and MCV (mesoscale convective vortex) Experiment; Davis et 
al. 2004].  Kain et al. (2006) and Weisman et al. (2008) provide a thorough review of these 
forecasting experiments, and generally report promising results and even some examples of 
dramatic success including an accurate prediction of an MCS with up to 36 h lead time.  
However, these studies duly note instances of dramatic failures.   
 In comparisons to coarser simulations using convective-parameterization, convection-
allowing simulations have been found to more accurately predict MCS frequency and 
convective system mode (Done et al. 2004).  Clark et al. (2007) and Weisman et al. (2008) 
report an improved representation of the diurnal precipitation cycle relative to convection-
parameterizing simulations.  Weisman et al. (2008) hypothesize that improvements in their 
convection-allowing simulations were directly related to better depiction of convective 
processes like upscale growth and propagational mechanisms and better representation of 
convective “feedbacks” to the larger scale flow.  Generally encouraging results for 
convection-allowing simulations in comparisons to convection-parameterizing simulations 
can also be found in Colle and Mass (2000), Fowle and Roebber (2003), Xue et al. (2001, 
2003), Kong et al. (2006), Liu et al. (2006), Davis et al. (2006),  Roberts and Lean (2008), 
and Schwartz et al. (2008).   However, other work has shown that refinement to convection-
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allowing grid-spacing does not lead to improved forecasts.  For example, Mass et al. (2002) 
found that although refinement to convection-allowing grid-spacing resulted in more realistic 
appearing fields, grid-point based skill measures were not improved.  In addition, evaluating 
convection-allowing forecasts for pre-convective environmental parameters [e.g., low-level 
temperature and moisture, wind shear, and convective available potential energy (CAPE)], 
Coniglio et al. (2009) found that patterns in mean errors were very similar to the operational 
NAM forecasts that provided initial and lateral boundary conditions, but were larger in 
magnitude.  Based on these results, Coniglio et al. suggested that an ensemble of convection-
parameterizing forecasts used to initialize convection-allowing forecasts would be an ideal 
strategy to provide severe weather guidance given current computational capabilities.   
 From the preceding discussion it is clear that more work is needed to evaluate 
convection-allowing forecasts.  In particular, as discussed by Weisman et al. (2008), it is very 
important to consider whether sufficient value is gained from convection-allowing relative to 
current convection-parameterizing guidance to justify the operational use of such 
computationally expensive forecasts.  As an example of the massive computing resources 
needed to obtain convection-allowing guidance in real-time, consider the convection-
allowing ensemble used for the 2009 NOAA/HWT Spring Experiment: 18 members from a 
4-km grid-spacing ensemble run for a domain covering most of the US and integrated 30 hrs 
used about 2000 processor cores on a Cray XT-3 supercomputer at the Pittsburgh 
Supercomputing Center, while a single 1-km grid-spacing simulation covering a similar 
domain used about 9600 processor cores at the National Institute of Computational Science at 
the University of Tennessee.  The forecasts typically took 6-10 hrs to complete (Xue et al. 
2009).   
  
Research Hypothesis 
 Three research components have been designed and conducted with respect to the 
goal of this dissertation, which is to explore and evaluate the performance of recent 
convection-allowing ensembles relative to convection-parameterizing ensembles.  All three 
components utilize data from the 10-member convection-allowing ensemble used for the 
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2007 NOAA/HWT Spring Experiment (Xue et al. 2007; Kong et al. 2007), and a 30-member 
convection-parameterizing ensemble run in post real-time on the computing cluster in the 
Meteorology program at Iowa State University.   
 In the first component, ensemble-derived deterministic and probabilistic precipitation 
forecasts from the convection-allowing and convection-parameterizing ensembles are 
compared.  The hypothesis associated with the first component is: Despite having fewer 
members, the convection-allowing ensemble will produce more accurate and reliable 
precipitation forecasts because of the advantages realized by treating convective processes 
explicitly and improved depiction of forecast uncertainty at higher resolution.  To test this 
hypothesis, various metrics for evaluating deterministic and probabilistic precipitation 
forecasts are used, as well as metrics for evaluating forecast uncertainty.  In addition, the 
depiction of the diurnal precipitation cycle in convection-allowing and convection-
parameterizing ensemble members is evaluated using longitude-time (Hovmöller) diagrams.   
 For the second component, ensemble spread growth for 12 forecast fields is 
examined.  The configuration of both ensembles facilitates a comparison of ensemble spread 
generated from a combination of analysis and model uncertainty to that from only model 
uncertainty.  The hypotheses associated with the second component are: 1) The ratio of 
ensemble spread generated by both analysis and model uncertainty to that generated from 
only model uncertainty is sensitive to whether a convection-allowing or convection-
parameterizing ensemble is used.  2) The ability of the convection-allowing ensemble to 
capture smaller scale variability than in the convection-parameterizing ensemble will result 
in more statistically consistent forecasts in the convection-allowing ensemble.  These 
hypotheses are tested using standard formulations of ensemble variance, mean-square-error, 
and growth rate.   
 In the third component, a case study analysis of a regional severe weather outbreak 
related to a MCV is performed, and probabilistic and deterministic forecasts of 
environmental severe storm parameters from the convection-allowing and convection-
parameterizing ensembles are evaluated.  The hypothesis associated with the final component 
is:  The ability of the convection-allowing ensemble members to simulate the genesis and 
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maintenance of a MCV and its effects on the larger scale environmental flow result in much 
better forecasts of the pre-convective environment associated with this regional outbreak 
relative to the convection-parameterizing forecasts.  To test this hypothesis, a detailed 
analysis of the severe weather event and related MCV is performed to firmly establish the 
role of the MCV in creating favorable environmental conditions for severe weather.  Then, 
forecasts of severe storm parameters from the convection-allowing and convection-
parameterizing forecasts are evaluated.  Finally, the vertical structure and maintenance of the 
MCV as depicted by observations and simulations is explored through a “vortex following” 
vorticity budget analysis.   
 
Dissertation Organization 
 Three papers to test the above hypotheses are developed and assigned to three 
separate chapters.  The first paper, A Comparison of Precipitation Forecast Skill between 
Small Convection-allowing and Large Convection-parameterizing Ensembles, is assigned 
Chapter 2 and has been accepted by Weather and Forecasting.  The second paper, Growth of 
Spread in Convection-allowing and Convection-parameterizing Ensembles, is assigned 
Chapter 3 and has been conditionally accepted by Weather and Forecasting.  The third paper, 
Convection-allowing and Convection-parameterizing Ensemble Forecasts of a Mesoscale 
Convective Vortex and Associated Severe Weather, is assigned Chapter 4 and will be 
submitted to Monthly Weather Review.  Finally, in Chapter 5, general conclusions and 
potential directions for future research are presented.   
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Abstract 
 An experiment is designed to evaluate and compare precipitation forecasts from a 5-
member, 4-km grid-spacing (ENS4) and a 15-member, 20-km grid-spacing (ENS20) Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model ensemble, which cover a similar domain over the 
central United States.  The ensemble forecasts are initialized at 2100 UTC on 23 different 
dates and cover forecast lead times up to 33 hours.  Previous work has demonstrated that 
simulations using convection-allowing resolution (CAR; dx ~ 4-km) have a better 
representation of the spatial and temporal statistical properties of convective precipitation 
than coarser models using convective parameterizations.  In addition, higher resolution 
should lead to greater ensemble spread as smaller scales of motion are resolved.    Thus, CAR 
ensembles should provide more accurate and reliable probabilistic forecasts than 
parameterized-convection resolution (PCR) ensembles.   
 Computation of various precipitation skill metrics for probabilistic and deterministic 
forecasts reveals that ENS4 generally provides more accurate precipitation forecasts than 
ENS20, with the differences tending to be statistically significant for precipitation thresholds 
above 0.25 inches at forecast lead times of 9 to 21 hours (0600 – 1800 UTC) for all 
accumulation intervals analyzed (1-, 3-, and 6-hr).  In addition, an analysis of rank histograms 
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and statistical consistency reveals that faster error growth in ENS4 eventually leads to more 
reliable precipitation forecasts in ENS4 than in ENS20.  For the cases examined, these results 
imply that the skill gained by increasing to CAR outweighs the skill lost by decreasing the 
ensemble size.  Thus, when computational capabilities become available, it will be highly 
desirable to increase the ensemble resolution from PCR to CAR, even if the size of the 
ensemble has to be reduced.     
 
1. Introduction 
 Because of inherent errors in modeling and observational systems, perfect 
deterministic forecasts of atmospheric states are impossible.  However, if uncertainty in 
observations and model processes is properly accounted for by constructing an ensemble of 
forecasts, the ensemble members can be viewed as sampling a probability density function 
(PDF) from which reliable (i.e., events occur at frequencies corresponding to their forecast 
probabilities) probabilistic forecasts can be derived (e.g., Hamill and Colucci 1997; Eckel 
and Mass 2005; Clark et al. 2008; and many others).  In addition, deterministic forecasts 
computed from the ensemble mean can perform better than individual members because the 
most uncertain aspects of the forecast are filtered out (e.g, Leith 1974, Holton 2004), which is 
especially true when considering large-scale features.    
 In current global ensemble forecast systems [e.g., the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS; Toth and Kalnay 1993) 
Ensemble Prediction System; European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF; Molteni et al. 1996) Ensemble Prediction System], various methods to generate 
initial condition (IC) perturbations (e.g., Toth and Kalnay 1997; Palmer et al. 1992; Molteni 
et al. 1996) and model perturbations yield reliable medium-range (2-10 day) forecasts of 
synoptic-scale parameters like 500-hPa geopotential height and mean-sea-level pressure.  For 
the purpose of medium-range synoptic forecasting, IC errors make much larger relative 
contributions than model errors after synoptic-scale error growth becomes non-linear (~24 
hrs; Gilmour 2001).  However, for short-range forecasts of small-scale phenomena like 
warm-season precipitation, which is the focus of this study, accounting for model error by 
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using different combinations of physical parameterizations (e.g., Houtekamer et al. 1996; 
Stensrud et al. 2000; Du et al. 2004) and numerical models (e.g., Wandishin et al. 2001; Du 
et al. 2004; Eckel and Mass 2005) becomes very important in generating sufficient model 
dispersion.  Unfortunately, even in these ensembles that include IC, model formulation, and 
physics perturbations, short-range forecasts for sensible weather phenomenon like convective 
precipitation remain underdispersive (Eckel and Mass 2005).  Several factors are probably 
contributing to this lack of spread including coarsely resolved and temporally interpolated 
lateral boundary conditions (LBCs; Nutter et al. 2003), inappropriate IC perturbation 
strategies for short-ranges (Eckel and Mass 2005), and inability to capture small-scale 
variability because of insufficient resolution (Eckel and Mass 2005).   
 Because of computational limitations, regional scale short-range ensemble forecast 
(SREF) systems like those run at NCEP (Du et al. 2004) and the University of Washington 
(UW; Eckel and Mass 2005) have been forced to use relatively coarse grid-spacing (32-45 
km for NCEP’s SREF system and 12-km within a 32-km outer nest in UW’s system) and, 
thus, must use cumulus parameterization (CP).  In ensemble systems, using different CPs is 
an effective way to generate spread in rainfall forecasts (e.g., Jankov et al. 2005), but using 
CPs introduces systematic errors in rainfall forecasts (e.g., Davis et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2006; 
Clark et al. 2007), and models using CPs cannot resolve fine scale features in rainfall 
systems.  Because of these limitations, significant improvements in rainfall forecasts may be 
realized by running an ensemble using explicit representation of convection (i.e., no CP).   
 Although there is still some debate regarding the grid-spacing needed to adequately 
resolve convection (e.g., Bryan et al. 2003; Petch 2006), results from idealized tests 
(Weisman et al. 1997) indicate that 4-km is about the coarsest grid-spacing at which mid-
latitude mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) can be resolved.  Furthermore, ongoing 
experiments that began in 2003 supporting the BAMEX project (Bow echo and MCV 
EXperiment, Davis et al. 2004) using various 4-km grid-spacing configurations of the 
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al. 2005) model to aid convective 
forecasting have been rather successful (see Kain et al. 2008 for a thorough review).  For 
example, simulations using convection-allowing resolution (CAR, hereafter) have been found 
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to more accurately depict the diurnal precipitation cycle (Clark et al. 2007; Weisman et al. 
2008), as well as MCS frequency and convective system mode (Done et al. 2004; Weisman et 
al. 2008) relative to simulations using parameterized-convection resolution (PCR, hereafter). 
 Although increasing to CAR may not necessarily increase forecast skill for 
deterministic forecasts as measured by traditional “grid-based” metrics [e.g., Equitable Threat 
Score (Schaefer 1990) and bias] because of small displacement errors in small scale features 
leading to large errors (Baldwin et al. 2001; Davis et al. 2006a), it is possible that significant 
improvements in probabilistic precipitation forecasts may be obtained from an ensemble 
using CAR because of superior spatial/temporal representation of statistical properties of 
convective precipitation in the CAR members (e.g., Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Kong et al. 
2006 and 2007).  Also, because error growth occurs more rapidly at smaller scales, ensembles 
using CAR may have a better representation of forecast uncertainty.  However, because of 
current computational limitations it is difficult to create a CAR ensemble in real-time with a 
domain size and number of members comparable to ensembles that are currently being used 
operationally.  Although, given the potential advantages of CAR, an ensemble composed of a 
relatively small number of CAR members could potentially outperform an ensemble 
composed of a large number of PCR members, in which case there will be incentive for 
future operational ensemble systems to reduce numbers of members in order to increase to 
CAR.   
 Given these computational considerations, this study aims to compare warm-season 
precipitation forecast skill between a small (5-member), CAR ensemble using 4-km grid-
spacing (ENS4) and a relatively large (15-member), PCR ensemble using 20-km grid-spacing 
(ENS20), each covering a similar domain over the central United States (Fig. 2.1).  Because 
these ensembles have different numbers of members, special care is taken to properly 
compare probabilistic skill metrics.  Although ENS4 has fewer members than ENS20, the 
computational expense should not be considered equal.  In fact, because of the time-step 
reduction and 3-D increase in number of grid-points, a reduction in grid-spacing from 20 to 
4-km increases computational expense by a factor of ~ 125.  Thus, because ENS4 has ⅓ the 
members as ENS20, it is still about 42 times more computationally expensive than ENS20 
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(125*⅓=42), and to conduct the comparison between ensembles with equal computational 
expense would require ENS20 to have 125*5=625 members.  So, the purpose of this study is 
not to compare ensembles with similar computational expense, but to determine if at some 
point when computational capabilities allow, it would be advantageous to reduce ensemble 
size in order to use CAR.  The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 
describes model configurations and cases examined.  Section 3 describes the data and 
methodology, including verification methods.  Section 4 provides analyses of deterministic 
and probabilistic precipitation forecast skill, as well as spread and reliability.  Finally, Section 
5 provides a summary and suggestions for future work.   
 
2. Ensemble descriptions and cases examined 
 The ENS4 ensemble was obtained from a real-time ensemble forecasting experiment 
conducted as part of the NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed (HWT) Spring Experiment 
(Kain et al. 2008) during April-June 2007 (Xue et al. 2007; Kong et al. 2007).  A 4-km grid-
spacing CAR WRF-ARW (Version 2.2.0) model ensemble was run by the Center for 
Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) of the University of Oklahoma, which was 
composed of 10 members initialized daily at 2100 UTC and integrated 33 hours over an 
approximately 3000 x 2500 km domain covering much of the central United States (Fig. 2.1).  
Four of the members used both perturbed ICs and mixed physical parameterizations (mixed-
physics), while six members, including the control member, used only mixed-physics so that 
effects of changing model physics could be isolated.  In this study, only the four members 
with both mixed-physics and perturbed ICs plus the control member - a five member 
ensemble (ENS4 ensemble) - are used because the ensemble using mixed-physics alone 
ignores initial condition uncertainty, an important source of forecast uncertainty.  For the 
control member, the 2100 UTC analyses from NCEP's operational North American 
Mesoscale (NAM; Janjic 2003) model (at 12-km grid-spacing) are used for ICs and the 1800 
UTC NAM 12-km forecasts are used for LBCs.  For the initial perturbed members, 
perturbations extracted from the 2100 UTC NCEP SREF WRF-ARW and WRF-NMM 
members are added to the 2100 UTC NAM analyses, and the corresponding SREF forecasts 
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are used for LBCs (3-hr updates).  Xue et al. (2007) and Kong et al. (2007) have more details 
on the configurations.   
 The ENS20 ensemble was generated at Iowa State University and is also composed of 
WRF-ARW (Version 2.2.0) members with perturbed ICs/LBCs and mixed-physics.  
Different sets of ICs for each ENS20 member are obtained directly from NCEP SREF 
members (listed in Table 2), rather than adding perturbations to the 2100 UTC NAM 
analyses, and, similar to ENS4, SREF forecasts are used for LBCs.   
 All ENS4 and ENS20 members use the RRTM short-wave radiation scheme (Mlawer 
et al. 1997) and Goddard long-wave radiation scheme (Chou and Suarez 1994), along with 
the Noah surface physics scheme (Ek et al. 2003).  Varied planetary boundary layer 
parameterizations in both ensembles include Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Mellor and 
Yamada 1982; Janjic 2002) and YonSei University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003) schemes; the 
microphysics schemes include Thompson et al. (2004), WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM-
6; Hong and Lim 2006), and Ferrier et al. (2002); surface layer schemes include Monin-
Obukhov (Monin and Obukhov 1954; Paulson 1970; Dyer and Hicks 1970; Webb 1970) and 
Janjic Eta (Janjic 1996, 2002); and CPs in ENS20 include Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ; Betts 
1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1993), and 
Grell-Devenyi (Grell and Devenyi 2002).  Note that ENS4 does not use a CP.  ENS4 and 
ENS20 specifications are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.        
 Forecasts were examined for 23 cases during April-June 2007 (Figure 2.2).  These 
cases were chosen based on the availability of the ENS4 real-time forecasts and represent a 
variety of convective precipitation events [e.g., isolated convection (4/19), heavy rainfall 
associated with a cut-off upper-low (4/22 – 4/25), and many nocturnal MCSs (late May/early 
June)].   
 
3. Data and Methodology 
 This study examines forecasts of 1- 3- and 6-hrly accumulated rainfall.  Although the 
1- and 3-hrly accumulation periods are examined starting at initialization, the 6-hr periods 
begin with forecast hours 3-9, corresponding to the 00-06 UTC period.  The Stage IV 
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(Baldwin and Mitchell 1997) multi-sensor rainfall estimates available at 1- and 6-hrly 
accumulation intervals on a 4-km polar stereographic grid are used to verify rainfall forecasts.  
Both Stage IV rainfall estimates and ENS4 rainfall data are remapped to a 20-km grid 
covering the central US (Fig. 2.1), which is just a sub-domain of the ENS20 members, using 
a neighbor-budget interpolation that conserves total liquid volume in the domain (a procedure 
typically used at NCEP).  The ENS4 forecasts were coarsened to allow direct comparisons to 
ENS20; additional and potentially useful information on finer-scale details in the forecast 
precipitation fields could be gained using the ENS4 data on its original 4-km grid.     
 Probabilistic and deterministic forecasts derived from each ensemble were verified.  
Deterministic forecasts were obtained using the probability matching technique (Ebert 2001), 
which is applied by assuming that the best spatial representation of rainfall is given by the 
ensemble mean and that the best frequency distribution of rainfall amounts is given by the 
ensemble member quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs).  To apply probability 
matching, the PDF of the ensemble mean is replaced by the PDF of the ensemble member 
QPFs, which is calculated by pooling the forecast precipitation amounts for all n ensemble 
members, sorting the amounts from largest to smallest, and keeping every nth value.  The 
ensemble mean precipitation amounts are also sorted and the rank and location of each value 
are stored.  Then, the grid-point with the highest precipitation amount in the ensemble mean 
is replaced by the highest value in the distribution of ensemble member QPFs, and so on.  
The ensemble mean obtained from the probability matching procedure (PM hereafter) can 
help correct for large biases in areal rainfall coverage and underestimation of rainfall amounts 
that are typically associated with using a standard ensemble mean, and results in a 
precipitation field with a much more realistic distribution.   
 Forecast probabilities (FPs hereafter) for precipitation were obtained by finding the 
location of the verification threshold within the distribution of ensemble member forecasts.  
The reader is referred to Hamill and Colucci (1997 and 1998) for a thorough description of 
the application of this technique for assigning FPs.  Similar to Hamill and Colucci (1998), the 
FPs for thresholds beyond the highest ensemble member forecast are obtained by assuming 
that the PDF in this region has the shape of a Gumbel distribution (Wilks 2004).  Note that 
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this method assumes the rank histograms generated from the ensembles are uniform and 
forecast uncertainty is accurately represented.  These assumptions may not be valid for 
precipitation forecasts (e.g., Hamill and Colucci 1997, 1998; Jankov et al. 2005; Clark et al. 
2008).  Thus, in an operational setting, the FPs should be calibrated based on the shape of the 
rank distribution from past model forecasts (Hamill and Colucci 1998).  In addition, Eckel 
and Mass (2005) recommend adjusting individual ensemble member forecasts based on 
known biases before FP calibration is performed to obtain maximum ensemble utility.  
Because the 23 cases examined in this study constitute a relatively small sample from which 
a useful “training period” cannot be obtained, this type of calibration is not performed.   
 To verify deterministic forecasts, equitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer 1990) is used, 
which is computed using contingency table elements representing possible forecast scenarios 
including hits (observed event correctly predicted), misses (event occurred but not predicted), 
false alarms (event predicted that did not occur), and correct negatives (event correctly 
predicted not to occur).   A complete description of ETS in terms of contingency table 
elements can be found in Hamill (1999).  ETSs range from -1/3 (ETS < 0 has no skill) to 1 
(perfect).  Average ETSs were calculated by summing contingency table elements from all 
cases for each forecast hour and rainfall threshold, and computing the scores from the 
summed elements.  This aggregate method gives greater weight to widespread precipitation 
events than if the ETS for each case was simply averaged. 
 To verify probabilistic forecasts, the area under the relative operating characteristic 
curve (ROC score; Mason 1982) is used, which is closely related to the economic value of a 
forecast system (e.g., Mylne 1999; Richardson 2000, 2001).  The ROC score is computed 
from members of a contingency table for probabilistic forecasts.  To construct the ROC 
curve, the probability of detection (POD) is plotted against the probability of false detection 
(POFD) for a set of specified ranges of FPs.  The area under this curve is computed using the 
trapezoidal method (Wandishin et al. 2001).  Because the method used to compute FPs in this 
study allows for continuous (rather than discrete) values of FPs between 0 and 100%, the 
same set of FP ranges that make up the points on the ROC curve can be used to verify both 
ensembles, and problems associated with comparing ROC scores between ensembles of 
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different sizes are avoided.  The FPs used are: P < .05, .05 ≤ P < .15, .15 ≤ P < .25... .85 ≤ P < 
.95, .95 ≤ P < 1.00.  The range of values for ROC score are 0 to 1 with scores above 0.5 
showing skill, and a score of 0.7 considered to represent the lower limit of a useful forecast 
(Buizza et al. 1999).   
 The resampling methodology described in Hamill (1999) was used to determine 
whether differences in ETS and ROC score were statistically significant (α=0.05; resampling 
repeated 1000 times).  For ETS comparisons, the biases from both ensembles were adjusted 
to the average bias between them which minimized the adjustments made to precipitation 
forecasts to account for bias.  Because ROC score is insensitive to bias (e.g., Harvey et al. 
1992; Mason and Graham 2002), no adjustments were made to forecasts prior to its 
computation.     
  
4. Results 
a. Analysis of diurnally-averaged Hovmöller diagrams 
 Warm season precipitation in the central United States tends to form at similar times 
of day and propagate over similar longitudes so that when diurnally averaged time-longitude 
(Hovmöller) diagrams of precipitation are constructed, coherent and propagating rainfall axes 
are observed (Carbone et al. 2002).  These coherent axes, which are often composed of long-
lived convective “episodes”, suggest that an intrinsic predictability is associated with 
propagating rainfall systems over the central United States, so that predictability limits that 
have been suggested by past theoretical studies (e.g., Smagorinsky 1969, Lorenz 1969) may 
be longer than previously thought.  However, partly because of shortcomings associated with 
CPs (e.g., Molinari and Dudek 1992; Kain and Fritsch 1998; Davis et al. 2003; Bukovsky et 
al. 2006), it is believed that numerical models will not be able to take advantage of this 
inherent predictability until CAR is utilized.  Evidence from some preliminary studies 
comparing data from CAR and PCR simulations (e.g., Liu et al. 2006; Clark et al. 2007; 
Weisman et al. 2008) supports this idea.  An ensemble of CAR members with a better 
depiction of the propagating rainfall axis over the central US than a PCR ensemble should 
have a considerable advantage because individual CAR members will be more likely to fall 
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within the range of likely solutions if they have an accurate “model climatology”, whereas 
many of the PCR solutions may be very unlikely to verify because of consistent biases in 
timing and location for propagating rainfall systems.   
 To examine whether differences in the diurnal cycle representation exist for the 
ensemble members in this study, 1-hrly diurnally averaged Hovmöller diagrams for all 
ensemble member forecasts and Stage IV observations are constructed following procedures 
described in Clark et al. (2007), with latitudinal averages (along constant longitude slabs) 
computed between 32 and 48˚N  latitude.  The Hovmöller diagram for Stage IV observations 
(Fig. 2.3c) shows that coherent propagating rainfall axes exist even for the relatively small 
number of cases examined.  A primary axis of observed rainfall begins around 2200 UTC 
(forecast hour 1) at about 102˚W and ends around 1500 UTC (forecast hour 18) at about 
94˚W longitude, while a weaker secondary rainfall axis begins a few hours before model 
initialization (perhaps 1900 UTC) at 98˚W and ends around 0900 UTC (forecast hour 12) at 
about 90˚W longitude.  Note that both axes begin to repeat during the second diurnal cycle 
within the forecast period.  Each of the 23 cases examined contributed to 0-15% of the 
rainfall within the primary axes, while one case contributed about 25% of the rainfall to the 
secondary axes and the remaining cases contributed 10% or less rainfall to the secondary axes 
(not shown).  Thus, the primary rainfall axes are more representative of all 23 cases than the 
secondary axes.  The primary rainfall axis is similar to that observed in studies examining 
longer time periods (e.g., Carbone et al. 2002; Tuttle et al. 2006), while the secondary axis 
has not been observed in the studies examining the longer time periods.  However, Clark et 
al. (2007) did observe a secondary rainfall axis during Feb – Apr 2007 over the northern 
portion of the central US.   
 The Hovmöller diagrams for the five members of ENS4 (not shown) all reveal 
coherent propagating rainfall axes resembling both the primary and secondary axes from 
Stage IV observations.  The ENS4 ensemble mean (computed using PM; Fig. 2.3a) also 
exhibits the propagating axes showing that the averaging process retains the propagating 
signal and may actually improve its representation relative to individual members.  This 
improvement is suggested by the spatial correlation coefficients computed in Hovmöller 
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space (Fig. 2.3e), which are higher for the ENS4 ensemble mean than all of its members 
during forecast hours 4 – 18, and all but one of its members during forecast hours 19 – 33.   
 Some of the Hovmöller diagrams for the members of the ENS20 ensemble (not 
shown) have propagating signals resembling those in the observations during the first diurnal 
cycle within the forecast period (before forecast hour 18), in particular the BMJ members.  In 
fact, the spatial correlation coefficients for the ENS20 BMJ members are comparable to the 
ENS4 members during this first period (Fig. 2.3e).  However, all ENS20 members, except for 
BMJ members 1 and 2 (Table 2), lack a clear propagating signal during the 19 – 33 hour 
forecast period.  It is worth noting the good relative performance of ENS20 members 1 and 2; 
perhaps these two configurations are especially conducive to propagating convective systems 
despite their relatively coarse grid-spacing, which would agree with results from Bukovsky et 
al. (2006) in which propagating features were noted and examined in the NCEP operational 
NAM model containing a similar configuration as ENS20 members 1 and 2.  However, note 
that the propagation mechanism for the features noted by Bukovsky et al. (2006) was not 
physically realistic, and further examination of these ensemble member forecasts is beyond 
the scope of this study. 
 Generally, Hovmöller diagrams and spatial correlation coefficients show that ENS4 
has a better diurnal cycle depiction and representation of propagating rainfall axes than 
ENS20, especially during forecast hours 19 – 33.  The larger differences during this later 
forecast period appear to result from the ENS20 members simulating the rainfall maximum 
that occurs during the second simulated diurnal cycle too early and too intensely, which is 
reflected in the ENS20 ensemble mean Hovmöller diagram and diurnally averaged time 
series of domain averaged rain volume for ENS4 and ENS20 members (Fig. 2.3d).  These 
results imply that ENS4 has an inherent advantage over ENS20.  The following sections will 
use various standard verification metrics to determine whether this advantage is enough to 
compensate for the smaller ensemble size of ENS4 relative to ENS20.  
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b. Comparison of ensemble equitable threat scores (ETSs) 
 The skill of deterministic forecasts derived using PM from each ensemble is 
compared by constructing time series of ETSs for 1-, 3-, and 6-h intervals at the 0.10-, 0.25-, 
and 0.50-inch rainfall thresholds (Fig. 2.4).  For the ENS20 ensemble, in addition to 
computations using all 15 members, the ETSs computed using the ensemble mean from the 5 
and 10 members with the best statistical consistency, as described by Eckel and Mass (2005) 
for a finite ensemble, are also examined [these members are noted in Table 2 and referred to 
as ENS20(5m) and ENS20(10m), hereafter].  Thus, comparisons between ensembles with the 
same number of members can be made, and impacts of the additional members to ENS20 can 
be examined.  The range of ensemble member ETSs for ENS4 and ENS20 are also shown in 
Figure 2.4.   
 Generally, both ENS4 and ENS20 tend to have maxima in ETS between forecast 
hours 9 and 15 when both models have had sufficient time to “spin-up” (e.g., Skamarock 
2004) and synoptic-scale error growth should still be relatively small.  In addition, these 
forecast hours correspond to the times at which the propagating rainfall axis in the Midwest 
is at its maximum amplitude, suggesting some enhanced predictability associated with long-
lived MCSs, which occur most frequently at times corresponding to these forecast hours (e.g., 
Maddox et al. 1983).  To verify that the maxima in ETS is not simply an artifact of relatively 
high bias (Hamill 1999), time series of average 3-hrly bias to which both ensemble mean 
forecasts were adjusted during computation of ETS are shown in Figure 2.5, along with the 
total number of grid-points in which observed precipitation above the specified threshold 
occurred.  Time series of bias are actually opposite in phase to those of ETS, implying that 
the maxima in ETS are truly a reflection of skill.  In fact, it appears that ETS values are more 
dependent on observed points above the threshold analyzed, with larger observed rainfall 
areas corresponding to higher ETS, than they are bias (Fig. 2.5).  This dependence suggests 
that widespread precipitation events are more predictable than isolated events, and that the 
aggregate method for computing average ETS, which gives more weight to widespread 
precipitation events, should be associated with higher values of ETSs than those computed by 
simply averaging over all cases.   
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 ENS20(5m) appeared to generally have lower ETSs than ENS20, while ENS20(10m)  
generally had very similar ETSs to ENS20, indicating that most of the skill realized from 
increasing ensemble size was obtained with an increase from 5 to 10 members, while very 
little skill was obtained with the increase from 10 to 15 members.  Similar behavior 
illustrating a “point of diminishing returns” has been observed in previous studies (e.g., Du et 
al. 1997; Ebert 2001), and it is likely that additional model diversity (e.g., addition of 
members with a different dynamic core) would result in a larger increase in skill as 
demonstrated by the NCEP SREF system (Du et al. 2006).  In addition, note that ensemble 
mean ETSs from both ensembles are greater than the highest corresponding ensemble 
member ETSs illustrating that the ensemble mean forecasts do represent an improvement 
relative to ensemble member forecasts, which is expected behavior in an ensemble.   
 After about forecast hour 9, at virtually all forecast lead times, accumulation intervals, 
and rainfall thresholds examined, ENS4 has higher ETSs than ENS20, with differences that 
are statistically significant occurring for 1-hrly accumulation intervals at all rainfall 
thresholds examined, and for 3- and 6-hrly accumulation intervals at the 0.50-inch rainfall 
threshold.  The statistically significant differences generally occur between forecast hours 12 
and 21, corresponding to the times near and just after a maxima in ETS.  Furthermore, 
between forecast hours 9 and 12 at the 0.25- and 0.50-inch rainfall thresholds for 1- and 3-
hrly accumulation intervals (Figs. 2.4d, g, e, and h), all of the ENS4 members have higher 
ETSs than the maximum ETS of the ENS20 members.  Also, there appears to be a trend for 
the differences in ETS between ENS4 and ENS20 to become less as increasing accumulation 
intervals are examined, which implies that timing errors may explain much of the differences, 
because timing errors decrease as longer accumulation intervals are examined (e.g., 
Wandishin et al. 2001).  The implied influence of timing errors is also supported by the 
Hovmöller diagrams of diurnally averaged rainfall from each ensemble (Figs. 2.3a and b), 
and the diurnally averaged time series of domain average rainfall for all ensemble members 
(Fig. 2.4d), which were discussed in the previous section.   
 To determine which cases contributed the most to statistically significant differences 
in ETSs between ENS4 and ENS20, and to determine whether ENS4 consistently performs 
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better than ENS20 over all cases, ETS differences for the 0.50-in rainfall threshold for 3-hrly 
accumulation intervals at forecast hours 12-21 (corresponding to Fig. 2.4h), when differences 
were statistically significant, are examined (Fig. 2.6a).  Note that these differences 
[ETS(ENS4) – ETS(ENS20)] were calculated after the bias-correction procedure discussed in 
Section 3 was applied.  While the differences from each case do not truly reflect the 
contributions to the average differences in ETS because rainfall events covering large areas 
are weighted more than events covering small areas in the averaging procedure used, the 
larger differences did tend to be associated with relatively widespread rainfall events (not 
shown).  Thus, these larger differences (e.g., highlighted cases in Fig. 2.6a) are likely making 
large relative contributions to the average ETS differences.   
 As revealed in Figure 2.6a, ENS4 consistently performs better than ENS20 during 
forecast hours 12-21 for the 0.50-in rainfall threshold, and there are only a few times when 
ENS20 has a higher ETS than ENS4.  Two particular cases with relatively widespread 
precipitation amounts greater than 0.50-in that were initialized on 29 and 31 May 
(highlighted in Fig. 2.6a) were observed to have relatively large differences in ETS.  
Hovmöller diagrams of ENS4 and ENS20 forecast and Stage IV observed rainfall for these 
cases are plotted in Figs. 2.6b-c., revealing that ENS4 was better able to simulate the 
eastward propagation of rainfall systems from these cases than ENS20.  Composite 
reflectivity images (Figs. 2.6d-e) corresponding to times when large errors were observed in 
ENS20 show that the errors were associated with mature, nocturnal MCSs.  In addition, it 
was found that out of the 15 cases in which ETS differences were greater than 0.05 during at 
least one of the periods between forecast hours 12-21 (gray shaded cases in Fig. 2.6a), 7 
contained mature MCSs during forecast hours 12-21 (asterisk marked cases in Fig. 2.6a).  
These 7 MCS cases accounted for 66% of the total number of grid-points (over all 23 cases) 
with observed precipitation greater than 0.50-in during forecast hours 12-21.  These results 
are a strong indication that the ability of the CAR members in ENS4 to properly simulate 
propagating MCSs explains the statistically significant differences in ETS between ENS4 and 
ENS20 observed in Figure 2.4. 
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c. Comparison of ROC scores 
 The skill of probabilistic forecasts derived from each ensemble is compared by 
constructing time series of ROC scores for 1-, 3-, and 6-h intervals at the 0.10-, 0.50-, and 
1.00-inch rainfall thresholds (Fig. 2.7).  Similar to ETS, ROC scores for the 5 and 10 
members of the ENS20 ensemble with the best statistical consistency are also plotted.   
Because statistically significant differences between ENS4 and ENS20 ROC scores were 
confined to higher precipitation thresholds than in the ETS analysis, higher thresholds than 
those shown for ETS are shown for ROC scores in Figure 2.7.  In general, maxima in ROC 
scores from both ensembles are observed at forecast hours 9-15.  However, the amplitude of 
ROC score oscillations is much larger, especially in ENS4, as the rainfall threshold examined 
increases.  The timing of this ROC score maximum likely is again due to enhanced 
predictability because of high relative frequency of MCSs at these times.  There also appears 
to be a secondary maximum in ENS4 ROC scores at the 0.50- and 1.00-in rainfall thresholds 
for all accumulation intervals examined around forecast hour 27 (Figs. 2.7d-i).  This 
secondary maximum also appears in the ENS20 ROC scores, but only at 6-hrly accumulation 
intervals (Figs. 2.7f and i).  The timing of the secondary ROC score maximum corresponds to 
the secondary propagating rainfall axis noted in the Hovmöller diagram of observed 
precipitation during forecast hours 24-33 (Fig. 2.3c).  Thus, it is also possible that ROC 
scores are enhanced around forecast hour 27 because of a tendency for propagating MCSs to 
occur during this time.   
 Similar to trends seen with ETS, ENS20(5m) generally has lower ROC scores than 
ENS20, while ENS20(10m) ROC scores are very similar to ENS20.  Thus, most of the 
increase in ROC score realized from increasing ensemble size is obtained with an increase 
from 5 to 10 members, with the increase from 10 to 15 members having little impact.     
 At the 0.10-in rainfall threshold, at most forecast lead times, ENS20 has similar or 
slightly higher ROC scores than ENS4.  However, the differences are statistically significant 
only before forecast hour 9, at 1- and 3-hrly accumulation intervals, and at forecast hours 20 
and 21 at 1-hrly accumulation intervals (Figs. 2.7a-b).  Note that before forecast hour 9, 
model “spin-up” processes are still ongoing and ENS4 takes longer than ENS20 to generate 
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areas of rainfall because grid-column saturation must occur before rainfall is generated in 
ENS4 members, while grid-column saturation is not required in ENS20 members because a 
CP is used.  At 0.50- and 1.00-in rainfall thresholds for 1-hrly accumulation intervals, ENS4 
ROC scores are higher than ENS20, with differences statistically significant at many forecast 
lead times (Figs 2.7d and g).  For 3-hrly accumulation intervals, ENS4 ROC scores are higher 
than ENS20 ROC scores, with differences statistically significant occurring only at the 1.00-
in rainfall threshold (Figs. 2.7e and h), while for 6-hrly accumulation intervals, there are no 
statistically significant differences (Figs. 2.7f and i).  It should be noted that, although there 
are not statistically significant differences between ENS4 and ENS20 for any of the rainfall 
thresholds at 6-hrly accumulation intervals, and for the 0.50-in rainfall threshold for 3-hrly 
accumulation intervals (Figs. 2.7e, f, and i), statistically significant differences between 
ENS4 and ENS20(5m) ROC scores do occur.   
 In general, statistically significant differences occurred around forecast hours 9-15 
and 24-30, corresponding to the times at which maxima in ROC scores were observed.  Also, 
similar to ETS, there was a trend for the differences between ENS4 and ENS20 to decrease 
with increasing accumulation intervals, implying the decreasing influence of timing errors 
with increasing accumulations intervals.   
  
d. Ensemble spread and statistical consistency 
1) RANK HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS 
 Rank histograms are a useful tool to assess ensemble spread (Hamill 2001), and are 
constructed by repeatedly tallying the rank of the rainfall observation relative to forecast 
values from an ensemble sorted from highest to lowest.  A reliable ensemble will generally 
have a flat rank histogram, while too little (much) spread is indicated by a u-shaped (n-
shaped) rank histogram (Hamill 2001).  Furthermore, the skewness of a rank histogram 
indicates bias, with right-skewness (left-skewness) indicating a tendency for members to 
over-forecast (under-forecast) the variable being examined.   
 For an ensemble composed of n members, precipitation observations can fall within 
one of any n+1 bins.  The bars that compose a rank histogram represent the fraction of 
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observations that fall within each of these bins.  Thus, the ENS4 rank histograms are 
composed of 6 bars while those of ENS20 are composed of 16 bars.  The different numbers 
of rank histogram bars makes it difficult to compare rank histograms from each ensemble.  
For example, it is obvious that the right-skewness of rank histograms from both ENS4 (gray 
shaded bars in Fig. 2.8a) and ENS20 (Fig. 2.8b) indicates a tendency for members to over-
predict precipitation, but it is not clear which rank histogram indicates the greater tendency 
for over-prediction.  To allow for a more convenient comparison, the 16 bins composing the 
ENS20 rank histogram are regrouped into 6 bins which each contain an equal portion of the 
original 16 bins (Fig. 2.8a).  Care should be taken when interpreting the regrouped rank 
histograms.  For example, the outer bins in the regrouped ENS20 rank histogram cannot be 
interpreted as the fraction of observations that fall completely outside the range of all 
ensemble members, as they are in ENS4, because they contain fractions from 3 of the original 
16 bins.  Rather, the regrouped rank histograms should be viewed as the rank histogram that 
would result from ENS20 if it was composed of 5 members, assuming these 5 members had 
about the same reliability and bias as the 15 member ENS20. 
 At all forecast lead times, the right-skewness of rank histograms from both ensembles 
indicates a tendency for members to over-predict precipitation (Figs. 2.8a, b).  The right-
skewness appears to be the most pronounced at forecast hours 21 and 27, which agrees with 
the time series of observed and forecast domain averaged rainfall (Fig. 2.3d) also showing the 
most pronounced over-prediction during these times.  A comparison between the ENS4 and 
ENS20 (regrouped) rank histograms (Fig. 2.8a) reveals that ENS20 members more severely 
over-predict precipitation than the ENS4 members.  Both ensembles have a slight u-shape 
indicating a lack of spread (i.e., under-prediction of forecast uncertainty), but the right-
skewness of each ensemble's rank histograms makes it difficult to diagnose which ensemble 
suffers most severely from this lack of spread.  Thus, a procedure is devised to remove the 
bias from the members of the ensembles.  The biases are removed using the PM method 
applied to each ensemble member forecast, so that forecast precipitation amounts are 
reassigned using the corresponding distribution of observed precipitation amounts.  Thus, the 
modified forecast precipitation fields have the same pattern and location as the original 
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forecasts, but forecast rainfall amounts are adjusted so their distribution exactly matches that 
of the observed precipitation.  After the modification is applied, a computation of bias at all 
precipitation thresholds yields a value of 1.  An example of a precipitation forecast before 
and after this procedure is applied is displayed in Figure 2.9.   
 Bias-corrected ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble member forecasts (ENS4* and ENS20*, 
hereafter; Figs. 2.8c, d) still appear to be slightly right-skewed at all forecast lead times.  This 
skewness may result because observations are not drawn from a normal (Gaussian) 
distribution, while the ensemble FP distributions are assumed to be Gaussian.  A more 
detailed discussion of rank histogram behavior when observations and forecasts are not 
drawn from the same PDF, is found in Hamill (2001).  In addition, Wilks (1995) notes that 
precipitation distributions often fit gamma distributions which are right-skewed and do not 
allow negative values.  Thus, the right-skewed rank histograms (Figs. 2.8c, d) may result 
from observations being drawn from a gamma distribution.  Figure 2.8c reveals that ENS4* 
and ENS20* have a very similar representation of forecast uncertainty, with both ensembles 
exhibiting a slight lack of spread, especially up to forecast hour 21.  However, there appears 
to be a trend for ENS4* rank histograms to become flatter with increasing forecast lead time, 
while those of ENS20* become slightly more u-shaped.  By forecast hours 27 and 33 it is 
clear that ENS4* has a better representation of forecast uncertainty than ENS20*, as 
indicated by ENS4*'s flatter rank histogram than ENS20*.  In addition, in an attempt to 
quantify rank histogram “flatness”, summed absolute values of residuals from least-squares 
fits to the observed relative frequencies in each rank histogram set (Fig. 2.8) verify these 
visual interpretations (i.e. smaller summed residuals indicate flatter rank histograms). 
 
2) STATISTICAL CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS 
 Ensembles correctly forecasting uncertainty are considered statistically consistent, and 
the mean-square-error (mse) of the ensemble mean will match the ensemble variance when 
averaged over many cases (Talagrand et al. 1999; Eckel and Mass 2005).    In this study, mse 
and variance are computed according to Eqs. B6 and B7, respectively, in Eckel and Mass 
(2005), which account for an ensemble with a finite number of members.  An analysis of 
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statistical consistency compliments that from rank histograms because forecast accuracy (i.e. 
mse of ensemble mean) and error growth rates (i.e. ensemble variance) between ensembles 
can be compared, attributes that cannot be inferred from rank histograms.  However, note that 
rank histograms provide information on ensemble bias, while an analysis of statistical 
consistency does not.  The importance of recognizing bias when interpreting statistical 
consistency is illustrated in this section.     
 The trends in the mse of the ensemble mean and ensemble variance of both ensembles 
follow the diurnal precipitation cycle (Fig. 2.10).  It appears that ENS20 under-predicts 
forecast uncertainty at most forecast lead times, except around forecast hours 21-24, 
corresponding to the minimum in the diurnal precipitation cycle.  However, the ENS4 
ensemble variance increases at a much faster rate than that in ENS20, and the ENS4 mse of 
the ensemble mean becomes similar to its ensemble variance around forecast hours 9, 12, and 
15 for 1-, 3-, and 6-hrly accumulation intervals, respectively (Figs. 2.10a, c, and e).  After 
about forecast hour 21, the ENS4 mse of the ensemble mean becomes smaller than the 
ensemble variance for all accumulation intervals, implying over-prediction of forecast 
uncertainty, contradicting rank histogram results.   
 The discrepancy between rank histogram and statistical consistency results (Figs. 
2.10a, c, and e) highlights the importance of recognizing the effects of bias when interpreting 
statistical consistency analyses.  When bias is removed using the adjustment process 
described in the previous section, and mse of the ensemble mean and ensemble variance are 
recomputed (Figs. 2.10b, d, and f), the results are consistent with those obtained from rank 
histogram analyses (i.e. increasing statistical consistency with increasing forecast lead time in 
ENS4*, with little change in ENS20* statistical consistency as lead time increases).  To 
clearly illustrate the effects of bias in ENS4 and ENS20, differences between ensemble 
variance and mse of the ensemble mean before and after bias correction for 3-hrly 
accumulation intervals are shown in Figure 2.11a.  Generally, there are larger magnitude 
differences in ensemble variance than mse of the ensemble mean, which is likely because 
both quantities used to compute variance (ensemble mean and member forecasts) get 
adjusted, while only one of the two quantities used to compute mse of the ensemble mean is 
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adjusted.  Furthermore, the differences between ENS4 and ENS4* ensemble variances before 
and after bias correction are usually larger than those of ENS20 (i.e., ensemble variance 
usually decreases more in ENS4* than in ENS20*).  The larger differences between ENS4 
and ENS4* ensemble variances likely result because ENS4 has larger biases than ENS20 at 
relatively high rainfall thresholds.  Because differences between forecasts and the ensemble 
mean are squared during the computation of ensemble variance, the biases at relatively high 
rainfall thresholds have a larger impact on ensemble variance relative to lighter rainfall 
thresholds.  This effect of biases at high rainfall thresholds is supported by Figure 2.11b, 
which shows biases at increasing rainfall thresholds for forecast hours 18 and 27.  When 
differences in ensemble variance were similar at forecast hour 18 (Fig. 2.11a), biases at 
rainfall thresholds above 0.25-in were also similar (Fig. 2.11b).  However, at forecast hour 27 
when ENS4 – ENS4* ensemble variance was much larger than that of ENS20 - ENS20* (Fig. 
2.11a), biases above the 0.25-in precipitation threshold were much larger in ENS4 than in 
ENS20 (Fig. 2.11b).   
 Error growth rates (i.e., rate of increase in spread) can be directly analyzed using 
ensemble variance from ENS4* and ENS20* (Figs. 2.10b, d, and f).  First, note that the faster 
error growth inferred from ensemble variance in ENS4 relative to ENS20 up to forecast hour 
9 (at 1- and 3-hrly accumulation intervals), and after forecast hour 21 (all accumulation 
intervals; Figs. 2.10a, c, and e), is largely an artifact of bias.  After the biases are removed, it 
becomes clear that the error growth rates of ENS4* and ENS20* are much more similar than 
what was implied by ensemble variance from ENS4 and ENS20.  However, there are still 
noticeable differences.  An approximation of average error growth rates computed by fitting a 
least-squares line to the ensemble variance (displayed in Figs. 2.10b, d, and f) for ENS4* 
(ENS20*) yields a slope of 0.016 (0.010), 0.255 (0.145), and 0.959 (0.527), for 1-, 3-, and 6-
hrly accumulation intervals, respectively.  So, although ENS20* ensemble variance begins 
higher than ENS4*, faster error growth likely resulting from resolving smaller scales in 
ENS4* than in ENS20*, leads to higher ensemble variance in ENS4* after forecast hour 21.  
Because ENS20* has one more set of varied physics parameterizations (namely, the CP) than 
ENS4*, it is likely that the larger ensemble variance in ENS20* during the first part of the 
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forecast period results from larger model uncertainty than in ENS4*, which is supported by 
time series of average ensemble variance from ENS4* and ENS20* run with only mixed-
physics for a set of 20 cases (Fig. 2.12).  The mixed-physics only ENS4* simulations 
consisted of 5 of the 10 4-km grid-spacing ensemble members described in Section 2 that 
were not examined in detail for this study because they neglected IC uncertainty, and the 
mixed-physics only ENS20* simulations consisted of 15 20-km grid-spacing members with 
identical configurations as those described in Table 2, but rerun without IC perturbations.  
Future work is planned to explore contributions to ensemble spread from different error 
sources for CAR and PCR ensembles in more detail.     
 
5. Summary and future work 
 Precipitation forecast skill from a 5-member, 4-km grid-spacing ensemble (ENS4), 
was compared to that from a 15-member, 20-km grid-spacing ensemble (ENS20), for 23 
warm season cases during April-June 2007 over the central United States.  The goal of this 
work was to examine, through the use of deterministic and probabilistic skill metrics and 
Hovmöller diagrams, whether the advantages realized by refining to CAR in ENS4, would 
outweigh disadvantages resulting from being forced to use a smaller ensemble size relative to 
ENS20 due to computational expenses.  The main results are summarized below. 
 Analysis of diurnally averaged Hovmöller diagrams revealed that, as expected, most 
ENS4 members and the ENS4 ensemble mean had a better diurnal precipitation cycle 
depiction than ENS20 members and the ENS20 ensemble mean.  In addition, the ENS4 
ensemble mean diurnal cycle depiction appeared to represent an improvement relative to that 
of individual members.  These results confirmed that ENS4 members should have an inherent 
advantage over ENS20 with respect to forecasting the timing and location of rainfall systems. 
 ENS4 ensemble mean precipitation forecasts derived using probability matching 
generally performed better than those of ENS20, as measured by ETSs, especially at 
increasing rainfall thresholds.  The ENS4 ETSs were higher than those of ENS20 with 
differences that were statistically significant at all rainfall thresholds examined for 1-hrly 
accumulation intervals, and at the 0.50-in rainfall threshold, for 3- and 6-hrly accumulation 
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intervals.  The statistically significant differences tended to occur between forecast hours 9-
15 (0600-12000 UTC), corresponding to the times at which MCS occurrence in the central 
US is most frequent.  In addition, it was found that the biggest differences in ETSs for 
individual cases occurred when mature MCSs were present.   
 It was found that ENS4 probabilistic forecasts also generally performed better than 
those of ENS20, as measured by ROC scores.  In addition, similar to ETS, at increasing 
rainfall thresholds, the differences between ENS4 and ENS20 became larger.  However, 
statistically significant differences tended to be confined to heavier rainfall thresholds than in 
the ETS analysis.   
   Bias-corrected rank histograms revealed that both ensembles had an approximately 
similar representation of forecast uncertainty up to forecast hour 21, but after forecast hour 
21, ENS4* rank histograms appeared flatter than those of ENS20* implying a superior 
depiction of forecast uncertainty.  An analysis of statistical consistency complimented the 
rank histograms, also showing a superior depiction of forecast uncertainty in ENS4*.  
Furthermore, ENS4* had higher error growth rates (i.e., spread increased faster) than 
ENS20*, but ENS20* had greater spread during the first part of the forecast, probably due to 
larger model uncertainties associated with the use of multiple CPs in ENS20*.  The higher 
growth rates of the spread in ENS4* likely occurred because smaller scales were being 
resolved in ENS4* than in ENS20*, and perturbations grow faster on these smaller scales 
(e.g., Nutter et al. 2004).     
 Generally, the results from this work are very encouraging for CAR, and the 
improvements realized from utilizing a CAR ensemble should provide incentive for 
operational SREF systems to refine their ensemble resolution to explicitly resolve 
convection, even if the number of members must be reduced due to computational 
limitations.  However, because of the limited time period examined (Apr-Jun) and relatively 
small sample of cases, it is not clear whether these results are representative of other periods 
with different flow regimes.  For example, the mid-summer months (i.e., July-August) 
characterized by a dominant upper-level ridge over the central US and “weakly-forced” 
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convective events, may be even more advantageous to CAR ensembles relative to PCR 
ensembles because of a stronger diurnal signal during mid-Summer relative to Spring.     
 Future work should explore CAR ensembles using more members and larger sets of 
cases for convective and non-convective precipitation events.    In addition, contributions to 
errors from model and analyses should be quantified at convection-allowing scales because of 
implications for ensemble design.  Furthermore, it is recommended that entity-based 
verification techniques (e.g., Ebert and McBride 2000; Davis et al. 2006a) that have been 
shown to be useful for verifying deterministic CAR simulations (Davis et al. 2006b), be 
applied to CAR ensembles.  In particular, object based techniques provide an alternative 
method for examining statistical consistency by comparing average displacement errors 
between ensemble members to the average displacement error between a mean forecast and 
observations.   
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Figure 2.1 Domains for a) SREF ensemble members b) ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble 
members, and c) the analyses conducted in this study. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Light gray highlighted dates indicate when SSEF ensemble runs were conducted 
and dark gray highlighted dates indicate which of these cases were used in this study.  
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Figure 2.3 Diurnally averaged Hovmöller diagrams of ensemble mean (computed using 
probability matching) 1-hrly precipitation forecasts from a) ENS4, b) ENS20, and c) 1-
hrly Stage IV observed precipitation.  Spatial correlation coefficients computed in 
Hovmöller space for the ensemble means during forecast hours 4-18 are indicated at the 
middle left of a) and b) and those for forecast hours 19-33 are indicated at the bottom left 
of a) and b).  The maps on the tops of panels a), b), and c) indicate the domain over 
which the Hovmöller diagrams were computed. d) Domain averaged precipitation from 
the ENS4 members (thin black lines), ENS20 members (thick gray lines), and Stage IV 
observations (thick black line).  e) Spatial correlation coefficients computed in 
Hovmöller space for the ENS4 and ENS20 members during forecast hours 4-18 (P1) and 
19-33 (P2).      
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Figure 2.4 Time series of average ETSs for the ENS4, ENS20, ENS20(5m), and 
ENS20(10m) ensemble mean precipitation forecasts at the 0.10-in precipitation threshold 
for a) 1-hrly, b) 3-hrly, and c) 6-hrly accumulation intervals, at the 0.25-in precipitation 
threshold for d) 1-hrly, e) 3-hrly, and f) 6-hrly accumulation intervals, and at the 0.50-in 
precipitation threshold for g) 1-hrly, h) 3-hrly, and i) 6-hrly accumulation intervals.  
ENS20(5m) and ENS20(10m) represent ensembles composed of the combination of 5 
and 10 members, respectively, of ENS20 that have the best statistical consistency.  The 
light (dark) shaded areas depict the range of ETSs from the ENS20 (ENS4) ensemble 
members.  Times at which differences between the ETSs from the ENS4 and ENS20 
ensemble mean precipitation forecasts were statistically significant are denoted by bars 
near the bottom of the panels.  The highest (middle) (lowest) bars correspond to times at 
which differences between ENS4 and ENS20 [ENS20(10m)] [ENS20(5m)] were 
statistically significant.    
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Figure 2.5 Time series of 3-hrly bias and total number of grid-points in which observed 
precipitation occurred above the thresholds a) 0.10-, b) 0.25-, and c) 0.50-in.  
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Figure 2.6 a) Difference between ETSs of ENS4 and ENS20 during forecast hours 12-21 at the 0.50-
in rainfall threshold.   Hovmöller diagrams of forecast precipitation from ENS4 (black contour), 
ENS20 (light gray contour), and Stage IV observations (light gray shading) are shown in b) 29 
May and c) 31 May 2007 [cases shaded dark gray in a)].  The areas outside of the hatching 
correspond to the forecast hours plotted in a).  Images of observed composite reflectivity 
centered on mesoscale convective systems contributing to the observed precipitation during the 
cases plotted in b) and c) are shown in d) and e), respectively. 
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Figure 2.7 Same as Fig. 2.4, except for ROC scores at different sets of precipitation 
thresholds, and ranges among members are not indicated. 
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Figure 2.8 Rank histograms at various forecast lead times for 6-hrly accumulated precipitation from 
a) ENS4 (grey shaded bars) and ENS20 (regrouped; black outlined bars) and b) ENS20.  c) and 
d) are the same as a) and b), respectively, except the rank histograms are computed using bias-
corrected precipitation forecasts from ENS4 and ENS20.  The sum of the absolute value of 
residuals from fitting a least-squares line to the observed frequencies in each rank histogram is 
indicated above each rank histogram set.    
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Figure 2.9 Example from an ENS4 ensemble member of a a) raw precipitation forecast and b) 
bias-corrected precipitation forecast, along with the c) Stage IV observed precipitation 
analysis.  The forecast was initialized 23 April 2007 and valid for forecast hours 27-33.      
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Figure 2.10 Time series of average ensemble variance and mse of the raw ENS4 and ENS20 
ensemble mean precipitation forecasts for a) 1-hrly, b) 3-hrly, and c) 6-hrly accumulation 
intervals, and for bias-corrected ensemble mean precipitation forecasts for d) 1-hrly, e) 3-
hrly, and f) 6-hrly accumulation intervals.   
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Figure 2.11 a) Time series of differences between ensemble variance and mse of the 
ensemble mean before and after bias-correction at 3-hrly accumulation intervals for 
ENS4 and ENS20.  b) Average bias of ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble mean forecasts 
(generated using probability matching) at increasing precipitation thresholds at forecast 
hours 18 and 27.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Time series of average ensemble variance at 3-hrly accumulation intervals for 
ENS4 and ENS20 using only mixed-physics perturbations.   
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Table 2.1 ENS4 ensemble member specifications.  NAMa and NAMf indicate NAM forecasts and analyses, 
respectively; em_pert and nmm_pert are perturbations from different SREF members; and em_n1, 
em_p1, nmm_n1, and nmm_p1 are different SREF members that are used for LBCs.    The remaining 
table elements are described in the text. 
Ensemble 
Member 
ICs LBCs Microphysics 
Scheme 
Surface Layer 
Scheme 
Boundary Layer 
Scheme 
CN 21Z NAMa 18z NAMf WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
N1 CN - em_pert 21z SREF em_n1 Ferrier Janjic Eta MYJ 
P1 CN + em_pert 21z SREF em_p1 Thompson Janjic Eta YSU 
N2 CN – nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_n1 Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
P2 CN + nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_p1 WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
 
 
Table 2.2 ENS20 ensemble member specifications.  The ICs/LBCs table elements represent various SREF 
members.  The * and + symbols denote the combination of 5 and 10 ensemble members, respectively, 
with the best statistical consistency.  The remaining table elements are described in the text. 
Ensemble 
Member 
ICs/LBCs Cumulus 
Scheme 
Microphysics 
Scheme 
Surface Layer 
Scheme 
Boundary Layer 
Scheme 
1+ em_ctl BMJ Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
2*+ em_p1 BMJ WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
3+ em_n1 BMJ WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
4 nmm_ctl BMJ Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
5+ nmm_p1 BMJ Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
6* nmm_n1 KF Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
7 eta_ctl1 KF WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
8+ eta_n1 KF WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
9+ eta_n2 KF Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
10 eta_n3 KF Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
11*+ eta_n4 Grell Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
12 eta_p1 Grell WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
13*+ eta_p2 Grell WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
14+ eta_p3 Grell Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
15*+ eta_p4 Grell Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
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Abstract 
 During the 2007 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Experiment (SE07), a 
10-member 4-km grid-spacing Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system was run in 
real-time to provide severe weather forecasting guidance to the SE07 participants.  The SSEF 
system consisted of five members using perturbed initial conditions (ICs) and lateral 
boundary conditions (LBCs) along with mixed-physics (ENS4), and five members using only 
mixed-physics (ENS4phys) so that the impacts of the different physical parameterization 
schemes could be isolated.  This choice of ensemble configuration also facilitates a 
comparison of ensemble spread contributions in a convection-allowing ensemble generated 
by a combination of perturbed ICs/LBCs and mixed-physics to that generated by only mixed-
physics, which will be examined in this paper.  In addition, the ensemble spread in the two 
convection-allowing ensemble configurations will be compared to two similarly configured 
20-km grid-spacing convection-parameterizing ensembles (ENS20 and ENS20phys) to 
compare spread growth and spread-error metrics for various forecast fields in the convection-
allowing ensemble to a coarser, convection-parameterizing ensemble.      
 Ensemble spread for 12 forecast fields in the different ensemble configurations was 
examined for 20 cases.  For most fields, mean spread growth rates for ensemble 
configurations with both sets of perturbations (IC/LBC+Phys) were higher in ENS4 relative 
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to ENS20, which is an expected behavior as smaller scales of motion are resolved at higher 
resolution.  When ensembles with only mixed-physics (Phys) were compared, mass-related 
fields (e.g., geopotential height) in ENS20phys had slightly higher spread growth rates than 
ENS4, which likely resulted from ENS20phys having additional physics uncertainty in the 
form of varied cumulus parameterizations (cumulus parameterization was not used with 4-km 
grid-spacing), while for low-level fields (e.g., 2m temperature), the configuration with higher 
growth rates was dependent on the variable examined.  For 4-km and 20-km ensemble 
configurations, the ratio of Phys spread to that of IC/LBC+Phys increased with increasing 
forecast lead time (i.e. mixed-physics contribution to ensemble variance increased).  The low-
level fields had higher mixed-physics contributions to ensemble spread than the mass-related 
fields with precipitation and most unstable convective available potential energy (MUCAPE) 
having the highest and second highest contributions, respectively.  Application of a procedure 
to eliminate all biases in the forecasts was found to impact the spread growth rates of mass-
related fields and the MUCAPE most, and indicated that growth rate differences between 
ENS4 and ENS20 for raw mass-related fields resulted mainly from amplitude, rather than 
spatial errors.  Finally, the spread-error analysis revealed that the ensemble variance from the 
current uncalibrated ensemble systems was not a reliable indicator of forecast uncertainty and 
ENS4 had better statistical consistency than ENS20 for mass-related fields and wind-related 
fields.  However, there were no noticeable differences for low-level temperature and 
dewpoint fields. 
 
1. Introduction 
 To sufficiently account for model and observational errors so that all possible states of 
the future atmosphere are simulated, perturbation strategies for recent short-range ensemble 
forecast (SREF) systems include: 1) perturbing the initial conditions (ICs; e.g., Toth and 
Kalnay 1997; Palmer et al. 1992; Molteni et al. 1996), 2) using different combinations of 
physical parameterizations (mixed-physics;  e.g., Houtekamer et al. 1996; Stensrud et al. 
2000; Du et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2007), and 3) using different numerical models (e.g., Hou et 
al. 2001; Wandishin et al. 2001; Du et al. 2004; Eckel and Mass 2005).  In current SREF 
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systems, model (as opposed to analysis) errors are most difficult to account for.  Thus, 
sensible parameters influenced by small-scale processes that must be parameterized such as 
planetary boundary layer (PBL) temperature/moisture and convective precipitation, are 
associated with notably underdispersive forecasts (Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Eckel and Mass 
2005).  The error growth for these sensible parameters typically contains a much larger 
contribution from model uncertainty relative to the IC uncertainty than for synoptic-scale 
parameters (e.g., 500-hPa geopotential heights and winds, mean-sea-level pressure; Stensrud 
et al. 2000; Eckel and Mass 2005), and the underdispersion may be a result of several 
deficiencies including 1) inadequate methods to account for model error, 2) inability to 
capture small-scale variability because of insufficient resolution (Eckel and Mass 2005), 3) 
coarsely resolved and temporally interpolated lateral boundary conditions (LBCs; Nutter et al. 
2003), and 4) inadequate sampling of the most important growth directions by the limited-
size ensemble.   
 One method commonly used to gain information on ensemble spread is to isolate the 
error sources by using different perturbation strategies for a set of forecasts (e.g., Houtekamer 
et al. 1996; Stensrud et al. 2000; Clark et al. 2008).  For example, to isolate model errors, the 
“perfect analysis” assumption can be used, in which identical sets of ICs/LBCs are used to 
initialize various ensemble members with mixed-physics.  Similarly, to isolate IC errors, the 
“perfect model” assumption can be used, in which identically configured ensemble members 
are initialized with different sets of perturbed ICs.  During the 2007 NOAA/Hazardous 
Weather Testbed (HWT) Spring Experiment (SE07; Xue et al. 2007; Kong et al. 2007), a 10-
member, 4-km grid-spacing Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system was run in real-
time to provide severe weather forecasting guidance to the SE07 participants.  Five of the 
SSEF members used perturbed ICs/LBCs and mixed-physics (ENS4; four perturbed members 
and one control member), while five members used only mixed-physics (ENS4phys) so that 
the impacts of the different physical parameterization schemes could be isolated.  This 
configuration of the 2007 SSEF system also facilitates an isolation of physics-related model 
errors because five members use the “perfect analysis” assumption.   
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 The goal of this paper will be to use the 2007 SSEF system to compare ensemble 
spread contributions from model errors to contributions from a combination of model and 
analysis errors for various fields in a convection-allowing ensemble.  In addition, ensemble 
spread growth and spread-error relationships associated with the two 5-member subsets of the 
SSEF system will be compared to two similarly configured subsets of a 20-km grid-spacing 
convection-parameterizing ensemble to examine the impacts of horizontal resolution for 
various forecast fields.  This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, a description of the 
data and methodology is provided, and in section 3 the results are examined.  A summary and 
discussion are provided in section 4.   
 
2. Data and Methodology  
 The 2007 SSEF system was run during April-June 2007 and used the WRF-ARW 
(Version 2.2.0; Skamarock et al. 2005) model.  The 10 SSEF members were run by the 
Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) of the University of Oklahoma, 
initialized daily at 2100 UTC, and integrated 33 hours over an approximately 3000 x 2500 
km domain covering about two thirds of the continental United States (Fig. 3.1).  For the 
SSEF control member, the 2100 UTC analyses from NCEP's operational North American 
Mesoscale (NAM; Janjic 2003) model (at 12-km grid-spacing) were used for ICs and the 
1800 UTC NAM 12-km forecasts were used for LBCs.  For the members with perturbed ICs, 
perturbations were extracted from the 2100 UTC SREF ICs and added to the 2100 UTC 
NAM analyses.  Corresponding SREF forecasts were used for LBCs (3-hr updates).  Xue et 
al. (2007) and Kong et al. (2007) provide more details on the configurations.   
 For a comparison of the 5-member SSEF ensemble subsets to a similarly configured 
convection-parameterizing ensemble, a 30-member 20-km grid-spacing ensemble was 
generated at Iowa State University, which was also composed of WRF-ARW (Version 2.2.0) 
members.  Fifteen of the 20-km members have mixed-physics and perturbed ICs/LBCs 
(ENS20), while another 15 members have only mixed-physics (ENS20phys).  It should be 
noted that the ENS20 and ENS20phys ensembles have one more set of varied physics schemes 
relative to ENS4 and ENS4phys, because in addition to the different planetary boundary layer, 
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microphysics, and surface layer schemes, both 20-km ensembles use different cumulus 
parameterizations (the 4-km ensembles do not use cumulus parameterization).  However, 5-
member subsets of ENS20 and ENS20phys that use the same cumulus parameterization do 
have the same number of varied physics schemes as ENS4 and ENS4phys.  These five member 
subsets will be referred to as ENS20cp and ENS20physcp where CP refers to one of the three 
different cumulus parameterizations used: 1) Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1993), 2) 
Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ; Betts 1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), and 3) Grell-
Devenyi (GD; Grell and Devenyi 2002).  For the 20-km ensemble members, different sets of 
ICs and corresponding LBCs for each member are obtained directly from NCEP SREF 
members initialized at 2100 UTC.   
 Both ensembles use the RRTM short-wave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997) and 
Goddard long-wave radiation scheme (Chou and Suarez 1994), along with the Noah land 
surface model (Ek et al. 2003).  Varied PBL schemes include Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; 
Mellor and Yamada 1982; Janjic 2002) and YonSei University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003) 
schemes.  Varied microphysics schemes include Thompson et al. (2004), WRF single-
moment 6-class (WSM-6; Hong and Lim 2006), and Ferrier et al. (2002), and surface layer 
schemes include Monin-Obukhov (Monin and Obukhov 1954; Paulson 1970; Dyer and Hicks 
1970; Webb 1970) and Janjic Eta (Janjic 1996, 2002).  Ensemble member specifications are 
listed in Tables 1 (ENS4 and ENS4phys) and 2 (ENS20 and ENS20phys).   
 The forecasts were examined for 20 cases during April-June 2007 (Figure 3.2).  Note, 
these 20 cases are included in the 23 cases in which ENS4 and ENS20 precipitation forecasts 
were compared in Clark et al. (2009).  The other three cases examined in Clark et al. (2009) 
are excluded from the current study because some of the ENS4phys members were not 
available.  As noted by Clark et al. (2009), the period examined was relatively active with a 
variety of convective precipitation events.   
 This study examines growth of spread (i.e., ensemble variance) and statistical 
consistency [i.e., correspondence between ensemble variance and mean-square-error (MSE) 
of the ensemble mean] for 12 fields: 500-, 700-, and 850-hPa geopotential height (500Z, 
700Z, and 850Z, respectively), mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP), 2-meter temperature (T2), 
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2-meter dewpoint (Td2), 850-hPa wind magnitude (850WMAG), 850-hPa temperature 
(850T) and dewpoint (850Td), 3-hrly accumulated precipitation (PREC), most unstable 
convective available potential energy (MUCAPE), and magnitude of the 10-meter to 500-hPa 
shear vector (WS). In subsequent analyses the 12 fields examined are separated into those 
that are “mass-related”, or depend on the properties of the atmosphere within a vertical 
column (500Z, 700Z, 850Z and MSLP), and “low-level” fields that have more dependence on 
boundary layer processes and, thus, have a noticeable diurnal signal (T2, Td2, 850WMAG, 
850T, 850Td, PREC, MUCAPE, and WS).  For the application of a bias-correction procedure 
in Section 3d, operational 20-km grid-spacing Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model analyses 
provided by NCEP and available at 1-hrly temporal resolution are used as “truth”.  The RUC 
analyses are generated using hourly intermittent 3DVAR assimilation cycles in which recent 
observations from various sources (e.g., wind profiler, radar, aircraft, surface METARS, 
satellite, etc.) are assimilated using the previous 1-hr RUC model forecasts as the background 
field.  Additional information on the RUC model is found in Benjamin et al. (2004a, and b).  
Ensemble variance and MSE of the ensemble mean are computed according to Eqs. B7 and 
B6, respectively, in Eckel and Mass (2005), which are designed to account for an ensemble 
with a finite number of members.  Finally, to obtain a more equitable comparison between 
the 4-km and 20-km forecast fields, the 4-km fields were remapped to a 20-km grid covering 
the central US, which is just a subdomain of the ENS20 members, using a neighbor-budget 
interpolation.    
 
3. Results 
a. Ensemble variance time series 
 To illustrate the temporal evolution of spread growth during the 33-hour forecast 
period, time series of average ensemble variance for all 12 fields at 3-hrly intervals with box-
plots overlaid to show variability are displayed in Figure 3.3.  In order to compare 4-km and 
20-km ensembles with the same types of perturbations, each panel in Fig. 3.3 displays 
ensemble variance for ENS4 and ENS20, or ENS4phys and ENS20phys.  Note that the different 
y-axis scales in Fig. 3.3 do not allow an easy comparison of growth rates between ensembles 
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with both IC/LBC perturbations and mixed-physics and those with only mixed-physics (Phys) 
for each field; these comparisons are made in the next section.  A number of distinct features 
can be seen in these time series.  First, for the mass-related fields (Figs. 3.3a-h), ENS4 and 
ENS20 (Figs. 3.3a, c, e, and g) have a generally linear increase in mean spread and it appears 
that ENS4 spread is increasing at a faster rate than ENS20, which is a generally expected 
behavior because the smaller scales being resolved in ENS4 should be associated with faster 
perturbation growth that feeds back to the larger scales (e.g., Lorenz 1969).  Also, the biggest 
differences between ENS4 and ENS20 at each time occur at the higher ends of the variance 
distributions, i.e. differences in the upper part of the box-plot ranges are greater than 
differences in the lower part, indicating that the distributions are more right-skewed in ENS4 
relative to ENS20.  For the mass-related fields in ENS4phys and ENS20phys (Figs. 3.3b, d, f, 
and h), the ENS20phys mean spread increases at a faster rate than in ENS4phys, with the 
exception of mean MSLP spread (Fig. 3.3h) which appear to be similar.  In addition, the 
spread increase in ENS4phys and ENS20phys is not linear as it was for ENS4 and ENS20, but 
instead has a ~ 6-hr period during forecast hours 21-27 (1800-0000 UTC) during which 
spread increases at a noticeably faster rate than the other times.  This 6-hr period corresponds 
to when peak insolation occurs and likely corresponds to when the different physics 
parameterizations are most active and thus result in the most spread increase.  For example, 
in the central US, the boundary layer typically reaches its maximum depth by early afternoon 
so that turbulent processes that must be parameterized are occurring over a relatively deep 
layer.  In addition, peak heating and resulting well mixed boundary layers also lead to 
shallow and deep convective clouds requiring microphysics and cumulus (only for ENS20 
and ENS20phys) parameterizations to be more active relative to other times.   
 For the low-level fields (Figs. 3.3i-x), ENS4 and ENS20 mean variances (Figs. 3.3i, 
k, m, o, q, s, u, and w) have clear diurnal signals superimposed on increasing trends.   The 
differences in mean variances and mean variance growth rates between ENS4 and ENS20 are 
dependent on the variable analyzed.  For example, 850WMAG variances in ENS4 and 
ENS20 are very similar over the entire forecast period (Fig. 3.3m); Td2 variances and 
variance growth rates are higher in ENS4 relative to ENS20 for most of the forecast period 
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(Fig. 3.3k); and WS variances are similar until forecast hour 21, when there is a marked 
increase in ENS4 variances relative to ENS20 (Fig. 3.3w).  The amplitude and phase of the 
diurnal signal are also dependent on the variable analyzed.  For example, 850T and 850Td 
ENS4 and ENS20 variances (Figs. 3.3o and q, respectively) have smaller amplitudes relative 
to the other low-level fields, and peak variances occur for 850WMAG around 0900-1500 
UTC (Fig. 3.3m), for PREC at 0600-0900 UTC (Fig. 3s), and for MUCAPE at 2100-0000 
UTC (Fig. 3.3u).  The peak variances tend to match the time at which the forecasts of the 
variable considered are maximized.  To illustrate this behavior, time series of mean domain 
averaged T2 from all cases for ENS4 and ENS20 members and ensemble means, as well as 
RUC analyses are displayed in Figure 3.4.  The peak T2 values occur around forecast hour 25 
when there also appears to be the most spread in domain averaged T2 among the ensemble 
members.  Also worth noting in Fig. 3.4 is that all ENS4 members are cooler than the RUC 
analyses when T2 peaks, however, ENS20 has about equal numbers of members with warm 
and cool biases resulting in a mean that is very close to the RUC analysis.  These differences 
are consistent with results found by Coniglio et al. (2009) who also found a negative bias in 
mean 2-m temperatures for convection-allowing WRF simulations run over the central US 
during Spring 2008.  The time series of mean variances for the ENS4phys and ENS20phys low-
level fields generally have similar patterns to the corresponding ENS4 and ENS20 low-level 
fields.   
 
b. Variance growth rates  
 It was possible to subjectively infer differences in mean ensemble variance growth 
rates from the analysis conducted in Figure 3; however, to compare ENS4 and ENS20 to 
ENS4phys and ENS20phys and better quantify mean variance growth rates, a simple objective 
method was developed using a standard formula for growth rate: (Varf-Vari)/Vari*100%, 
where Vari and Varf are initial and final mean variance, respectively.  To reduce the impact of 
the diurnal cycle signal on the variance growth rates, mean variances at forecast hours 9 and 
33 are used as the initial and final values, respectively, because these forecast hours are 
separated by 24 hours or one complete diurnal cycle.  Also, to smooth out high frequency 
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variability at approximately 1-2 hr time scales which occurred mainly during the first 12 
hours of the forecasts for the mass-related fields, a low pass filter was applied to the hourly 
mean variance time series using the R statistical software package (R Development Core 
Team 2007). Finally, the mean variances at all forecast hours from ENS4phys, ENS20, 
ENS20phys, and ENS20physcp subsets were adjusted by the difference between their variance at 
forecast hour 9 and that from ENS4 (i.e., the entire time series was shifted by a constant).  
Thus, the variance growth for all ensemble subsets was computed relative to the same initial 
mean variance (i.e. the ENS4 mean variance) to allow for comparison between ensemble 
subsets.   
 The mean variance growth rates obtained from this methodology are shown in Figure 
3.5.  The growth rates of the mass-related fields exhibit very similar behavior, with ENS4 
growth rates for mass-related fields around 100% and those of ENS20 around 70%.  Also, the 
ENS20cp subsets (i.e., 5-member subsets with same cumulus parameterization) have slightly 
lower growth rates than ENS20, with the exception of 500Z mean variance in ENS20kf which 
is slightly larger than ENS20.  The lower growth rates in ENS20cp subsets relative to ENS20 
are expected because ENS20 has one additional source of model uncertainty relative to 
ENS20cp subsets, and the differences between ENS4 and ENS20 growth rates are consistent 
with faster perturbation growth expected as smaller scales are resolved that feed back to the 
larger scales (Lorenz 1969; Smagorinsky 1969).  Note that ENS20 also has one additional 
source of model uncertainty relative to ENS4, but that the greater impact of higher resolution 
in ENS4 relative to having one additional source of model uncertainty in ENS20 results in 
higher growth rates in ENS4 than in ENS20.     
 For the mass-related fields, the “mixed-physics only”  ensemble subsets (denoted 
“Phys” in Fig. 3.5) have much lower growth rates (~ 10%) than the subsets with both sets of 
perturbations (denoted “IC/LBC+Phys” in Fig. 3.5) discussed above, which is consistent with 
results found by Kong et al. (2007) using a similar dataset.  The differences in growth rates 
occur because the different physics schemes that parameterize surface and boundary layer 
processes mainly influence the PBL, so that mass-related fields dependent on an entire 
vertical column of the atmosphere exhibit little impact.  In addition, the different 
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microphysics and cumulus parameterizations, which can possibly have a more direct 
influence on layers of the atmosphere above the PBL, are only impacted where the schemes 
are active.  On average, they are only active over a small fraction of the domain.  On the other 
hand, IC perturbations can directly affect all atmospheric layers and are present over the 
entire model domain.   
 All of the growth rates for mass-related fields in ENS20phys are larger than those from 
ENS4phys. Thus, unlike the ENS4 vs. ENS20 comparison, the impact of one additional source 
of model uncertainty in ENS20phys is greater than the impact of higher resolution in ENS4phys.  
Also, similar to the ENS20cp subsets, the ENS20physcp subsets have smaller growth rates 
relative to ENS20phys resulting from having one less source of model uncertainty.   
 The mean spread growth rates among low-level fields are much more variable than 
for the mass-related fields.  However, the two sets of fields are similar in that the 
IC/LBC+Phys ensemble subsets have faster growth rates than the Phys subsets, with PREC 
being the only exception.  The low-level fields from Phys ensemble subsets all have higher 
spread growth rates than the mass-related fields, which is consistent with the low-level fields 
being more dependent on the varied physical parameterization schemes.  For the low-level 
fields T2, Td2, PREC, and WS, the ENS4 and ENS4phys spread growth rates are noticeable 
larger than those of ENS20 and ENS20phys, respectively.  However, for other variables like 
850WMAG, 850T, and MUCAPE, the ENS20 and ENS20phys growth rates are similar to or 
higher than those from ENS4 and ENS4phys, respectively.  This may indicate that, for some 
variables, higher resolution in ENS4 and ENS4phys results in larger spread growth rates 
despite the extra source of model uncertainty in ENS20 and ENS20phys, but for other 
variables, the extra source of model uncertainty in ENS20 and ENS20phys has a larger impact 
than higher resolution.  Also note that for many of the low-level variables (e.g., Td2, 
850WMAG, 850Td, PREC, MUCAPE, and WS) some of the ENS20cp and ENS20physcp 
ensemble subsets have greater mean spread growth rates than ENS20 and ENS20phys, 
respectively, which is counterintuitive because smaller spread growth rates would be 
expected with one less source of model uncertainty.  In particular, MUCAPE spread growth 
rates for ENS20GD (~ 150%) are much larger than those of ENS20 (~ 110%), while ENS20kf 
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MUCAPE growth rates (~ 100%) are similar to ENS20 and those from ENS20bmj (~ 60%) are 
much smaller.  Note, the higher spread growth in ENS20GD may partially result from 
stochastic parameter perturbation used in the Grell-Devenyi cumulus parameterization, which 
introduces an additional source of model uncertainty.   
 It is suspected that, for all of the low-level fields, systematic model biases associated 
with certain parameterization schemes and combinations of parameterization schemes are 
impacting the growth rates for these low-level fields.  These biases are important to consider 
in the context of an ensemble because, as discussed by Eckel and Mass (2005), systematic 
biases that increase forecast uncertainty do so “artificially” because the associated errors are 
not uncertain.  For discontinuous fields like MUCAPE and rainfall, overprediction in an 
ensemble can lead to inflated spread as shown by Clark et al. (2009) for rainfall.  The 
possible influence of bias associated with particular cumulus parameterizations on MUCAPE 
mean spread growth rates is illustrated by a time series of domain averaged MUCAPE for all 
ensemble members (Fig. 3.6).  The ENS20KF members (06-10) have the largest values of 
MUCAPE during the afternoon peak (around forecast hour 27), with the ENS20GD members 
(11-15) having the second largest, and the ENS20bmj members (01-05) having the least.  
However, MUCAPE is slower to decrease after the peak in the ENS20GD members than in 
ENS20kf members so that by forecast hour 33, the ENS20GD members tend to have higher 
MUCAPE.  Thus, the biases in MUCAPE associated with the different cumulus 
parameterizations are consistent with the MUCAPE mean spread growth rates (i.e., larger 
values of MUCAPE at forecast hour 33 inflate the spread and corresponding growth rates).  
The spread at the time of maximum CAPE is also greatest in the ENS20cp subsets that have 
the largest values of CAPE.  The effect of bias on the variance growth rates will be explored 
in the last section.   
 Some other interesting features are revealed from the MUCAPE time series.  First, for 
both ENS4 and ENS20 ensembles, all members that use the MYJ PBL scheme tend to have 
much higher MUCAPE than members using YSU, especially for the second diurnal peak 
within the forecast period.  In addition, the ENS4 members that use Thompson microphysics 
with MYJ have higher MUCAPE than members using WSM-6 or Ferrier with MYJ.  
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However, in the ENS20 ensemble, members that use WSM-6 with MYJ have slightly higher 
MUCAPE than members using Thompson.  Also, the ENS20 MYJ members tend to have the 
peak MUCAPE occur about 1-3 hours earlier than in the RUC analysis, but all YSU members 
have the peak occurring at the same time as in the RUC analysis.  For the ENS20 ensemble, 
both MYJ and YSU members have the peak MUCAPE occurring about 3-4 hours earlier than 
in the RUC analysis.  The sensitivity of MUCAPE to the different PBL schemes very likely 
results from systematic temperature and moisture biases associated with each scheme.  For 
example, it has been well documented that the YSU tends to form boundary layers that are 
too deep, warm, and dry; while the MYJ has a tendency for relatively shallow, cool, and 
moist boundary layers (e.g., Kain et al. 2005; Weisman et al. 2008).   
 
c. Mixed-physics ensemble variance contribution  
 To estimate the percent contribution of mixed-physics to spread in the IC/LBC+Phys 
ensembles, the ratio of the mean ensemble variance in the Phys ensembles to that of the 
corresponding IC/LBC+Phys ensembles [i.e. {Var(Phys)/Var(IC/LBC+Phys)}*100%] is 
computed for all 12 fields at forecast hours 09 and 33 (Fig. 3.7).  Note that the actual 
contributions to ensemble spread in the IC/LBC+Phys ensembles not only result from 
separate contributions from IC/LBC perturbations and mixed-physics, but also from an 
interaction term (which could be positive or negative) between the two error sources.  
Because ensembles using only IC/LBC perturbations were not used in this experiment, it is 
not possible to diagnose this interaction term, and the estimate of spread contribution from 
mixed-physics assumes the interaction term is negligible.   
 The mixed-physics contributions to ensemble spread were generally much smaller for 
the mass-related fields relative to the low-level fields, which could be inferred from the time 
series of mean ensemble variance (Fig. 3.3; note different y-axis scale) and is also consistent 
with the differences between the IC/LBC+Phys and Phys variance growth rates (Fig. 3.5).  
The mixed-physics contributions to ensemble spread for mass-related fields decrease as 
higher atmospheric levels are examined which likely occurs because the higher levels are 
impacted less by the boundary layer where the boundary layer physics have the greatest 
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impact.  Also, the mixed-physics variance contributions for mass-related fields in ENS20 
were larger than for ENS4, consistent with the extra source of model uncertainty in ENS20, 
and the ENS20cp subsets had similar contributions to those from ENS4, except for the mixed-
physics contributions for MSLP that were smaller in the ENS20cp subsets relative to ENS4.  
Perhaps the most noticeable feature for the mass-related fields in Fig. 3.7 is that the mixed-
physics variance contributions for all ensemble subsets are higher at forecast hour 33 than 09, 
implying that the influence of model uncertainty on ensemble spread increases with forecast 
lead time.   
 For the low-level fields, similar to the variance growth rates (Fig. 3.5), there is much 
more variability in variance contributions among the different fields examined and 
contributions range from around 10% for 850Td in ENS4 at forecast hour 9 to around 85% 
for PREC in ENS4 and ENS20 at forecast hour 33.  On the other hand, similar to the mass-
related fields, the ensemble subsets for most of the low-level fields have increasing mixed-
physics variance contributions with increasing forecast lead time.  By far, the highest mixed-
physics variance contributions occur with PREC, which is not surprising because, overall, the 
physics parameterizations are particularly active in association with precipitation and two of 
the parameterizations (cumulus and microphysics schemes) are directly associated with 
precipitation production.  Similar to the growth rates for low-level fields, model biases may 
be having an impact on the mixed-physics variance contributions.  The impact of these biases 
are explored in the next section. 
 
d. Impact of model biases on mean variance growth rates 
 To explore the impact biases in different fields have on the mean spread growth rates, 
the biases are removed from each ensemble member for each field at all forecast hours using 
a procedure based on probability matching (Ebert 2001) described by Clark et al. (2009).  
Basically, the procedure uses probability matching to reassign the distribution of a forecast 
field with that of the observed field (RUC analysis), so that the modified forecast fields have 
the same pattern and location as the original forecasts, but have values adjusted so their 
distribution exactly matches that of the RUC analyses and results in zero bias relative to 
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RUC.  Clark et al. (2009) found that when this procedure was applied to precipitation 
forecasts, variance growth rates were reduced in convection-allowing simulations that 
systematically overpredicted precipitation, and a more accurate interpretation of statistical 
consistency could be made.  Note that this technique removes all biases, both systematic and 
non-systematic, and the adjusted ensemble member forecasts contain the exact same values 
with differences only in their spatial distributions.  Thus, ensemble variances computed from 
the adjusted forecasts can be interpreted as the variance resulting solely from placement of 
“features”, rather than that from both placement and amplitude of features. 
 The mean variance growth rates for “bias-corrected” fields along with the differences 
between the bias-corrected growth rates and raw growth rates are displayed in Figure 3.8.  
For the mass related fields, the growth rates for the IC/LBC+Phys ensembles are noticeably 
less relative to the raw growth rates, as shown by the growth rate differences (Fig. 3.8b).  In 
addition, the ENS4 and ENS20 bias-corrected growth rates are much more similar than for 
the raw growth rates, which implies that the higher spread in raw ENS4 mass-related fields 
relative to those of ENS20 (Fig. 3.5) can be attributed to larger differences in forecasts of the 
amplitude of features as opposed to placement.   
 In general, the variance growth rates for the low-level fields change less than for the 
mass-related fields after the bias-correction procedure is applied (Fig. 3.8b), which is likely 
related to differences in the evolution of amplitude errors with increasing forecast lead time.  
For the mass-related fields, IC/LBC perturbations mainly contribute to amplitude errors 
which become larger as forecast lead time increases.  Thus, applying the bias-correction 
procedure, which eliminates all amplitude errors, will decrease the ensemble variance more at 
the later lead times resulting in slower spread growth rates.  However, for the low-level 
fields, the physics perturbations can quickly create large differences in the amplitude of 
features.  However, these differences can quickly saturate (e.g., Stensrud et al. 2000) so that 
at later forecast lead times the amplitude errors are similar to those at earlier times.  Thus, 
eliminating all amplitude errors will affect ensemble variance similarly at all forecast lead 
times and variance growth rates will not be strongly impacted.  The variance growth rates for 
low-level fields that are strongly impacted by bias-correction are likely those that have 
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amplitude errors (bias) that change with forecast lead time.  For example, the domain 
averaged time series of T2 (Fig. 3.4) implies that T2 biases are similar for corresponding 
periods within the diurnal cycle for ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble members. Consistent with 
these similar biases, the growth rates for bias-corrected T2 are not very different from the raw 
T2 growth rates.  However, domain averaged time series of MUCAPE (Fig. 3.6) show that 
MUCAPE biases during the latter part of the forecast (hours 24-33) are very different than 
those from the first part of the forecast (hours 0-9), and, consistent with the different biases, 
some of the growth rates for bias-corrected MUCAPE change dramatically relative to the raw 
MUCAPE growth rates (Fig. 3.8b).   
 To more clearly show how the variance growth rates are affected by the bias-
correction procedure, time series of mean differences between raw and bias-corrected 
ensemble variance for MSLP, T2, and MUCAPE are shown in Figure 3.9.  As discussed 
above, for MSLP, the bias-correction reduces ensemble variance more at later forecast lead 
times (Figs. 3.9a-b), and for the other low-level fields trends are not as noticeable.  However, 
it is clear from Fig. 3.9f that the impact of the bias-correction is dependent on the cumulus 
parameterization used; for ENS20GD (ENS20BMJ), the bias-correction procedure results in 
more (less) positive ensemble variances at later forecast lead times.  Furthermore, bias-
corrected mean ensemble variances for ENS20BMJ are greater than for ENS4 and ENS20 and 
the other ENS20cp sub-ensembles, which should be further investigated in future work.   
 Other notable features from the bias-corrected growth rates in Fig. 3.8 are that ENS4 
almost always has higher growth rates than ENS20 which is expected since smaller scales of 
motion having faster growth rates are resolved in ENS4.  However, for many of the variables 
(e.g., PREC, MUCAPE, and T2), ENS20cp sub-ensembles actually have larger mean spread 
growth rates than ENS20, which is not expected behavior because one less source of model 
uncertainty in ENS20cp should result in slower spread growth.   
 
e. Variance-MSE relationship and statistical consistency 
 Ideally, in a skillful ensemble that accurately accounts for all sources of forecast 
uncertainty, the ensemble variance should be a reliable predictor of the forecast skill (e.g., 
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Grimit and Mass 2007).  To quantify the variance-MSE relationship, past works have used 
linear correlations (e.g., Jones et al. 2007).  This study also employs variance-MSE linear 
correlations, but care should be taken interpreting the correlation coefficients because, as 
shown by Grimit and Mass (2007), error statistics tend to exhibit increasing variance with 
increasing ensemble spread so that the variance-MSE relationship cannot be assumed to be 
linear.  Thus, as noted in a similar analysis conducted by Jones et al. (2007), the linear 
correlation coefficients only provide an estimate of the predictability of ensemble skill.  For 
more details on the spread-error relationship in ensemble prediction systems, Grimit and 
Mass (2007) provide a thorough literature review.  
 Statistical consistency describes how well the ensemble variance matches the MSE 
when averaged over many cases (Talagrand et al. 1999; Eckel and Mass 2005).  Thus, unlike 
the variance-MSE relationship, the amount of correlation is not considered with statistical 
consistency.  A statistical consistency analysis can also provide information on whether an 
ensemble system is over- or under-dispersive.  In an under-dispersive (over-dispersive) 
ensemble the average MSE is larger (smaller) than the ensemble variance.  In this study, the 
variance-MSE and statistical consistency analyses are used as simple methods for examining 
the impacts of the different spread growth rates on the quality of the ensemble forecasts (as 
inferred from the aforementioned “spread-skill” metrics).   
 To illustrate the variance-MSE relationship and statistical consistency in the ENS4 
and ENS20 ensembles for the different fields examined, scatterplots of ensemble variance vs. 
MSE are displayed in Figure 3.10.  Each panel in Fig. 3.10 contains variance-MSE points for 
each case and for each forecast hour (20 cases x 33 times = 660 points for each panel), 
correlation coefficients indicate the degree of correspondence between ensemble variance and 
MSE (i.e., the reliability of ensemble variance as a predictor of forecast skill), and lines 
overlaying the scatters connect average variance-MSE points for each forecast hour (“x” 
marks forecast hour 1 and “o” marks forecast hour 33) indicating statistical consistency.  The 
diagonal lines drawn from the bottom left to the upper right of each panel indicate “perfect” 
statistical consistency.  Rank histograms (e.g., Hamill 2001) provided in Figure 3.10 valid at 
forecast lead times of 09 and 33 also provide information regarding representation of forecast 
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uncertainty: flat rank histograms imply an accurate depiction of forecast uncertainty, U-
shaped (n-shaped) rank histograms imply over-dispersion (under-dispersion), and right (left) 
skewness indicates a tendency for over-prediction (under-prediction).  To allow for a more 
convenient comparison between ENS4 and ENS20, the 16 bins composing the ENS20 rank 
histograms were regrouped into 6 bins which each contain an equal portion of the original 16 
bins.  This “regrouping” technique has also been used in Clark et al. (2009).   
 For the mass-related fields (Figs. 3.10a-h), the variance-MSE correlations in ENS4 
and ENS20 are very low suggesting that ensemble variance is not a reliable indicator of 
forecast skill for these fields.  The highest correlations occur for the MSLP forecasts from 
ENS4 (R2 = 0.19). Considering previous work that has also found small spread-error 
correlations for fields like mid-tropospheric geopotential height (e.g., Buizza 1997), these 
results are not surprising.  However, there are noticeable differences in the distribution of 
variance-MSE points for the mass-related fields: in ENS4 there are more points to the right of 
the diagonal than in ENS20 indicating that ensemble variance is greater than MSE more 
frequently in ENS4.  Furthermore, the variance-MSE points in ENS20 appear to be 
positioned in a vertically oriented “plume”, while those in ENS4 veer towards the right (i.e. 
higher values of ensemble variance).  These results are reflected by the statistical consistency 
lines in Figs. 3.10a-h, with ENS4 statistical consistency lines generally oriented along and 
slightly to the right of the diagonal implying slight over-dispersion, while the ENS20 lines 
are more erratic and tend to veer toward the left of the diagonal implying more noticeable 
under-dispersion.  Finally, the results for the mass-related fields are also consistent with the 
higher spread growth rates found in ENS4 relative to ENS20 shown in Figure 3.3, and imply 
that the greater ENS4 spread for mass-related fields may result in over-dispersion.   
 Rank histograms for the mass-related fields (Figs. 3.10b, d, f, and h) imply that as 
forecast lead time increases from hour 09 to 33, ENS20 goes from overpredicting to 
underpredicting forecast uncertainty.  Thus, it appears that the perturbations applied to the 
ENS20 ICs initially encompass the observed atmospheric state, but as lead time increases, the 
perturbations do not grow fast enough and the observed atmospheric state begins to diverge 
away from the ENS20 members.  For ENS4, it is difficult to see the implied depiction of 
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forecast uncertainty from the rank histograms because of their left-skewness which implies 
underprediction of the mass-related fields.  This underprediction is an interesting result and 
was also verified by an analysis of domain averaged geopotential heights for all cases.  The 
underprediction could possibly result from a general cool bias in the lower part of the 
troposphere or perhaps stronger synoptic-scale storm systems in ENS4 members; however, a 
further examination is beyond the scope of this study.      
 For the low-level fields (Figs. 3.10i-x), the variance-MSE correlations in ENS4 and 
ENS20 are quite variable depending on the field examined with 850W (Figs. 3.10m-n), 
PREC (Figs. 3.10s-t), MUCAPE (Figs. 3.10u-v), and WS (Figs. 3.10w-x) having the highest 
values.  Furthermore, the rank histograms indicate that ENS4 and ENS20 both suffer from 
systematic biases and/or underdispersion for most of the low-level fields.  For example, warm 
T2 biases and dry Td2 biases are revealed from the right and left skewed rank histograms, 
respectively, in Figs. 3.10i-l.  Also, the U-shaped rank histograms for 850Td (Fig. 3.10q) 
imply underdispersion.  The statistical consistency lines in ENS4 and ENS20 for the low-
level fields are also variable, but exhibit similarities depending on the type of field examined.  
For example, the temperature and dewpoint fields [T2 (Figs. 3.10i-j), Td2 (Figs. 3.10k-l), 
850T (Figs. 3.10o-p), and 850Td (Figs. 3.10q-r)] behave quite similarly and indicate 
underdispersion for both ENS4 and ENS20, and also indicate that there are no distinctive 
differences between ENS4 and ENS20.  The variables dependent on wind fields [850WMAG 
(Figs. 3.10m-n) and WS (Figs. 3.10w-x)] also behave similarly and have better statistical 
consistency than the temperature and dewpoint fields.  Furthermore, for the wind fields, the 
ENS20 statistical consistency lines tend to veer to the left of the diagonal with increasing 
forecast lead time indicating increasing underdispersion, while those from ENS4 tend to veer 
toward the diagonal indicating improved statistical consistency.  For the wind fields, the 
better statistical consistency in ENS4 relative to ENS20 at the later forecast lead times is 
reflected in the rank histograms which are flatter at forecast hour 33 in ENS4 (Figs. 3.10n 
and x).  For PREC and MUCAPE fields in ENS4 and ENS20 (Figs. 3.10s-t and 3.10u-v, 
respectively), under-dispersion is generally indicated except for in the ENS4 PREC field (Fig. 
3.10s) which indicates overdispersion.   
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 Generally, the variance-MSE relationships and statistical consistency lines indicate 
better statistical consistency in ENS4 relative to ENS20 for the mass-related fields, no 
noticeable differences in statistical consistency for temperature and dewpoint fields as well as 
PREC and MUCAPE fields, and better statistical consistency in ENS4 for wind-fields 
(850WMAG and WS) at later forecast lead times.  However, because systematic biases can 
impact the interpretation of statistical consistency (Clark et al. 2009), the analysis in Fig. 3.10 
is repeated using forecasts with all biases removed (bias correction procedure described in 
Section 3d) and shown in Figure 3.11.  Recall, the ensemble variance and MSE from the bias 
corrected forecasts can be interpreted as that resulting from only spatial (rather than both 
spatial and amplitude) errors in the forecasts.  For almost all fields, bias correction results in 
larger variance-MSE correlation coefficients.  Thus, amplitude errors in the raw forecasts 
have a detrimental impact on the ability of the ensemble to reliably predict forecast 
uncertainty.  Furthermore, for the bias-corrected mass-related fields (except for MSLP; Figs. 
3.11a-f), ENS4 has a greater tendency toward over-dispersion relative to ENS20, while 
ENS20 is very close to having perfect statistical consistency.   
 The patterns in the variance-MSE plots for the low-level fields (Figs. 3.11i-x) appear 
to be affected less by the bias-correction compared to the mass-related fields, with the 
exception of the PREC and MUCAPE fields (Figs. 3.11s-t), which exhibit much better 
statistical consistency after bias-correction is applied.  However, it is likely that the good 
statistical consistency as well as the high variance-MSE correlations for MUCAPE and 
PREC result from similar sensitivities in both variance and MSE to rainfall/MUCAPE 
magnitudes.  Thus, after bias-correction is applied and biases become zero, there is dramatic 
improvement.  For example, ensemble variance for light rainfall events will always be much 
smaller relative to heavier rainfall events no matter how much actual displacement there is 
between rainfall areas in the light and heavy cases.  The same arguments can be made for the 
MSE assuming that rainfall forecasts are not perfect; the heavy events will have large MSE 
while lighter events will have small MSE.  Thus, the variance-MSE correlation and statistical 
consistency for bias-corrected PREC/MUCAPE may simply be indicative of the ability of the 
ensemble members to forecast magnitude rather than placement.     
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4. Summary and conclusions     
 This study compared the growth of ensemble spread with forecast lead time for 12 
different fields in a 4-km grid-spacing convection-allowing WRF model ensemble to that 
from a similarly configured but coarser 20-km grid-spacing convection-parameterizing WRF 
model ensemble.  Ensemble subsets that used both IC/LBC and mixed physics were 
compared along with subsets that only contained mixed physics.  In addition, the contribution 
of ensemble variance from the mixed-physics in the 4-km and 20-km ensembles was inferred 
by comparing the mixed-physics only ensemble subsets to those that contained both IC/LBC 
perturbations and mixed-physics.  A total of 20 cases were examined for a domain centered 
over the central US.  The convection-allowing simulations were run in real-time as part of the 
2007 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed (HWT) Spring Experiment, while the convection-
parameterizing simulations were run at Iowa State University in post real-time.  Main 
findings are summarized below.   
 The growth of spread with both sets of perturbations (IC/LBC+Phys) behaved very 
similarly for the mass-related fields (i.e., fields that depend on an entire vertical column in 
the atmosphere) with a linear increase that was faster in ENS4 than in ENS20, which is to be 
expected as smaller scales with faster perturbation growth rates are resolved in ENS4.  For 
the IC/LBC+Phys low-level fields (i.e. fields with strong dependence on boundary layer 
processes), mean variance time series had an increasing trend with a strong diurnal signal 
superimposed.  The amplitude and phase of the diurnal signal is dependent on the variable 
analyzed.  In contrast to the mass-related fields in the IC/LBC+Phys subsets, the mass-related 
fields in the Phys subsets did have a diurnal signal, with ensemble variance increasing at a 
faster rate during forecast hours 21-27 when the different parameterization schemes were 
likely most active.  Mean variance time series for the low-level fields in the Phys subsets 
were similar to those in the IC/LBC+Phys subsets, but with smaller variance.    
 Using an objective method to quantify mean variance growth rates, it was found that 
mass-related fields in ENS4 had faster growth rates than ENS20 by about 30% and the Phys 
subsets had much smaller growth rates than the IC/LBC+Phys subsets.  For most of the low-
level fields, variance growth rates were much more dependent on the variable examined, but 
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ENS4 generally had larger variance growth rates than ENS20 with some exceptions (e.g., 
850T and 850WMAG).  Also, the low-level fields in the Phys ensemble subsets had larger 
variance growth than the mass-related fields, which is consistent with the low-level fields 
being much more dependent on the different physics parameterizations used.   
 To quantify the contribution of variance from mixed-physics in the IC/LBC+Phys 
ensemble subsets, the ratio of variance in the IC/LBC+Phys ensembles to that of the 
corresponding Phys ensembles was computed for all 12 forecast fields.  The contributions to 
variance from mixed-physics in the mass-related fields were generally much smaller than for 
the low-level fields, consistent with the differences between the IC/LBC+Phys and Phys 
variance growth rates.  In addition, the contribution to ensemble variance from mixed-physics 
increased with increasing forecast lead time.  Similar to the variance growth rates, there was 
much more variability in the variance contributions among the different low-level fields than 
for the mass-related fields.  The largest mixed-physics contributions occurred with 3-hourly 
precipitation (~ 85%) in ENS20, and ENS4 was only slightly less. 
 It was suspected from examination of time series for domain averaged low-level 
fields that systematic model biases may be having an impact on mean ensemble variance, as 
found by Clark et al. (2009).  To explore these potential impacts, biases in all forecast fields 
were removed using RUC analyses using a probability matching procedure as described by 
Clark et al. (2009).  It was found that the variance growth rates for the mass-related fields 
tended to be impacted most by the bias-correction procedure, which is likely related to 
differences in how amplitude errors evolve with increasing forecast lead time.  For the low-
level fields strongly influenced by mixed-physics, amplitude errors can grow quickly but also 
saturate quickly so that they are relatively constant throughout the forecast period; however, 
for the mass-related fields, amplitude errors grow monotonously throughout the forecast 
period so that they are larger at later forecast lead times.  The low-level field MUCAPE for 
the ENS20bmj and ENS20gd ensemble subsets was found to be the most influenced by the 
bias-correction procedure because of different systematic biases at later forecast lead times 
relative to earlier ones.  After the bias-correction procedure was applied, ENS20bmj appeared 
to have the highest ensemble spread growth rates for MUCAPE, even greater than in ENS4.  
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In general, the bias-correction reduces the variance growth rates.  Furthermore, because the 
bias-correction procedure eliminates all amplitude errors in the forecasts it is a useful way to 
diagnose how ensemble spread is increasing.  For example, because ENS4 and ENS20 bias-
corrected growth rates for mass-related fields were much more similar than for the raw 
growth rates, it is implied that the higher spread in raw ENS4 mass-related fields can be 
attributed to amplitude rather than placement errors.   
 Finally, to put the variance growth rates for the different fields in the ensembles 
examined in an appropriate forecasting context, an analysis of the variance-MSE relationship 
and statistical consistency was conducted.  Variance-MSE correlation coefficients indicated 
that, in general, ensemble variance was not a reliable indicator of forecast uncertainty and the 
highest correlations occurred for 850W, MUCAPE, PREC, and WS.  Eliminating all biases 
from the forecasts resulted in much higher correlations for most fields, indicating amplitude 
errors in the raw forecasts have a detrimental impact on the ability of the ensemble to reliably 
predict forecast uncertainty.  Generally, ENS4 had better statistical consistency than ENS20 
for mass-related fields and for wind fields at later forecast lead times, but for temperature and 
dewpoint fields, there were no noticeable differences.   
 Generally, the results from this study could be interpreted as encouraging for future 
convection-allowing ensemble systems simply because statistical consistency analyses 
indicate that faster spread growth should lead to more reliable forecasts in the convection-
allowing ensembles when considering mass-related and wind-related fields.  However, the 
higher resolution of ENS4 did not seem to improve spread-error metrics for temperature and 
dewpoint fields.  However, further work needs to analyze larger sets of cases for different 
periods and further assess whether the increased dispersion does truly improve probabilistic 
forecasts.  Finally, the behavior of ensemble variance observed in this study should be helpful 
for future ensemble design, and recognition of systematic model biases should provide 
motivation for improving the physics parameterizations used with convection-allowing grid-
spacing.    
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Figure 3.1 Domains for a) NCEP SREF ensemble members b) ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble 
members, and c) the analyses conducted in this study. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Gray shaded dates indicate when 10-member SSEF system simulations were 
conducted for SE2007 and dark gray shading indicates which cases are used in the 
analysis for this study. 
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Figure 3.3 Time series of mean ensemble variance from ENS4 (gray line) and ENS20 (black 
line) for the variables a) 500-, c) 700-, and e) 850-hPa geopotential height, g) mean-
sea-level pressure, i) 2-meter temperature, k) 2-meter dewpoint, m) 850-hPa wind 
magnitude, o) 850-hPa temperature, q) 850-hPa dewpoint, s) 3-hrly accumulated 
precipitation, u) most unstable CAPE, w) magnitude of 500-hPa to 10-m shear vector.  
b), d), f), h), j), l), n), p), r), t), v), and x) same as a), c), e), g), i), k), m), o), q), s), u), 
and w) except for ENS4phys (gray line) and ENS20phys (black line).  Boxplots overlay 
the mean at each time interval.  For the boxplots, the interquartile-range (IQR) is 
indicated by the area enclosed by a box, outliers defined by values outside of 1.5*IQR 
are marked by dots, and horizontal lines mark the smallest and largest values that are 
not outliers.    
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Figure 3.4 Time series of mean domain averaged 2-m temperature from all cases for the 
ENS4 and ENS20 ensemble members and means, along with the RUC analysis. 
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Figure 3.5 Mean variance growth rates from the ENS4, ENS4phys, ENS20, and ENS20phys 
ensembles for fields shown in Figure 3.3.  Growth rates for five member subsets of 
ENS20 and ENS20phys that have the same cumulus parameterization are also shown 
(marked by the horizontal lines on the lightest gray histogram).  The histograms to the 
left for each variable indicate growth rates for ensembles that have IC/LBC 
perturbations and mixed-physics (IC/LBC+Phys) and the ones to the right are for 
mixed-physics only ensembles (Phys).  A legend is provided at the top of the figure.   
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Figure 3.6 Time series of mean domain averaged MUCAPE for the ENS20 ensemble 
members and RUC analyses.  A legend is provided in the upper right portion of the plot 
with numbers indicating ENS20 ensemble members corresponding to those listed in 
Table 2. 
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Figure 3.7 Mean variance ratio [%; Var(ENS4phys)/Var(ENS4) and Var(ENS20phys)/Var(ENS20)] 
from the 4-km and 20-km grid-spacing ensembles and from the 5-member 20-km ensemble 
subsets for the fields in Figure 3.3.  The histograms to the left (right) for each field are for 
forecast hour 9 (33).  A legend is provided at the top of the figure.   
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Figure 3.8 a) Same as Fig. 3.5, except for bias-corrected forecasts. b) Differences between the 
bias-corrected  and raw growth rates (bias-corrected minus raw). 
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Figure 3.9 Differences in mean ensemble variance between the raw and bias-corrected 
forecasts from ENS4 and ENS20 for the fields a) MSLP, c) T2, and e) MUCAPE.  b), 
d), and f) same as a), c) and e) except for the ENS20cp configurations.  The triangles 
denote forecast hours 09 and 33, which are the times used in the computation of 
variance growth rates.   
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Figure 3.10 Scatter plots of ensemble variance vs. mean-square-error of the ensemble mean from ENS4 (black 
dots) for the raw fields a) 500-, c) 700-, and e) 850-hPa geopotential height, g) mean-sea-level pressure, i) 
2-meter temperature, k) 2-meter dewpoint, m) 850-hPa wind magnitude, o) 850-hPa temperature, q) 850-
hPa dewpoint, s) 1-hrly accumulated precipitation, u) most unstable CAPE, w) magnitude of 500-hPa to 
10-m shear vector.  b), d), f), h), j), l), n), p), r), t), v), and x) same as a), c), e), g), i), k), m), o), q), s), u), 
and w) except for ENS20 (grey dots).  Correlation coefficients are provided in the right-top corner of each 
panel and rank histograms for ENS4 (black outline) and ENS20 (grey shaded) for forecast hours 09 and 33 
are displayed in the bottom-right corner of the ENS20 plots.  The lines overlaying the scatters connect the 
average variance-MSE points for each forecast hour (“x” indicates hour 1 and “o” indicates hour 33).    
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Figure 3.11 Same as Fig. 3.10, except for bias-corrected fields. 
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Table 3.1 ENS4 (members 1-5) and ENS4phys (members 6-10) ensemble member 
specifications.  NAMa and NAMf indicate NAM forecasts and analyses, respectively; 
em_pert and nmm_pert are perturbations from different SREF members; and em_n1, 
em_p1, nmm_n1, and nmm_p1 are different SREF members that are used for LBCs.  
The remaining table elements are described in the text.   
 
Ensemble 
Member 
ICs LBCs Microphysics 
Scheme 
Surface Layer 
Scheme 
Boundary Layer 
Scheme 
CN 21Z NAMa 18z NAMf WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
N1 CN - em_pert 21z SREF em_n1 Ferrier Janjic Eta MYJ 
P1 CN + em_pert 21z SREF em_p1 Thompson Janjic Eta MYJ 
N2 CN – nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_n1 Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
P2 CN + nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_p1 WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH1 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Thompson Janjic Eta MYJ 
PH2 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Ferrier Janjic Eta MYJ 
PH3 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH4 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH5 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
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Table 3.2 ENS20 (members 1-15) and ENS20phys (members 16-30) specifications.  The ICs/LBCs table 
elements represent various SREF members and the remaining table elements are described in the text. 
Member ICs/LBCs Cumulus Scheme Microphysics  Surface Layer Boundary Layer  
1 em_ctl BMJ Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
2 em_p1 BMJ WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
3 em_n1 BMJ WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
4 nmm_ctl BMJ Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
5 nmm_p1 BMJ Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
6 nmm_n1 KF Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
7 eta_ctl1 KF WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
8 eta_n1 KF WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
9 eta_n2 KF Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
10 eta_n3 KF Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
11 eta_n4 Grell Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
12 eta_p1 Grell WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
13 eta_p2 Grell WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
14 eta_p3 Grell Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
15 eta_p4 Grell Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
16 eta_ctl2 BMJ Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
17 eta_ctl2 BMJ WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
18 eta_ctl2 BMJ WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
19 eta_ctl2 BMJ Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
20 eta_ctl2 BMJ Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
21 eta_ctl2 KF Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
22 eta_ctl2 KF WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
23 eta_ctl2 KF WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
24 eta_ctl2 KF Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
25 eta_ctl2 KF Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
26 eta_ctl2 Grell Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
27 eta_ctl2 Grell WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
28 eta_ctl2 Grell WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
29 eta_ctl2 Grell Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
30 eta_ctl2 Grell Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
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Abstract 
 An analysis of a regional severe weather outbreak that occurred during the early 
afternoon of 01 June 2007 in eastern and southeast Iowa, as well as northwest Illinois, is 
performed.  Preceding this event during the evening of 31 May 2007, scattered convection in 
northwest Kansas which formed along the southern periphery of a large cut-off 500-hPa low 
centered over western South Dakota congealed into a large nocturnal mesoscale convective 
system (MCS) that propagated into eastern Kansas during the early morning of 01 June 2007.  
A midtropospheric vortex generated by the MCS was evident from multiple data sources 
(e.g., WSR-88D radar network, visible satellite imagery, wind-profiler data, Rapid Update 
Cycle 1-hourly analyses) beginning around 0800 UTC 01 June in east-central Kansas.  
Because of the proximity of the midtropospheric vortex to a large synoptic-scale vorticity 
source, the vortex is best described as a “hybrid” mesoscale convective vortex (MCV) since 
ambient relative vorticity likely had a significant role in its genesis.  The MCV tracked 
northeast through northwest Missouri and central Iowa during the early morning of 01 June 
and was manifest as a well defined mid-level short-wave trough.  Downstream of the MCV in 
southeast Iowa and northwest Illinois, southwesterly 500-hPa winds increased to around 25 
m/s over an area with southeasterly surface winds and 500-1500 J/kg of surface based 
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convective available potential energy (CAPE) creating a favorable environment for severe 
weather.  In the favorable region, multiple tornadoes occurred, including one rated EF3 that 
caused considerable damage in Muscatine, Iowa.     
 In the analysis, emphasis is placed on the role of the MCV in leading to a favorable 
environment for severe weather.  The vertical structure and maintenance of the MCV as 
inferred by 1-hourly RUC analyses is explored through a vorticity budget analysis.  In 
addition, the ability of the 10-members composing the Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecast 
(SSEF) system used for the 2007 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Experiment to 
simulate the MCV and its associated impact on the larger scale flow is examined and 
compared with forecasts from a similarly configured, but coarser 30-member convection-
parameterizing ensemble. 
 
1. Introduction 
 Early theoretical predictability studies (e.g., Robinson 1967; Lorenz 1969; 
Smagorinsky 1969) indicate faster error growth with decreasing resolved scale, suggesting 
that forecast lead times for highly skillful deterministic forecasts at convective scales should 
be severely limited.  These early results are consistent with more recent studies documenting 
rapid error growth at convective scales using convection-allowing models (e.g., Kong et al. 
2007; Zhang et al. 2006; Hohenegger and Schar 2007), and relatively poor warm season 
quantitative precipitation forecasting (QPF) over much of the United States (e.g., Fritsch and 
Carbone 2004) where the majority of rainfall is contributed by convective systems (e.g., 
Fritsch et al. 1986; Schumacher and Johnson 2006).  For a more thorough review of 
predictability at convective scales see Wandishin et al. (2008) or Lilly (1990).   
 In contrast to the aforementioned studies, some work (e.g., Lilly 1990) has suggested 
that predictability limits for convective phenomena may be longer than that indicated by the 
early theoretical studies, especially over regions where convection tends to grow upscale into 
large organized systems [e.g., mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)] with circulations at 
scales much larger than the convective cells from which the systems originated.  For 
example, by condensing 4 years of radar data into a time-longitude format Carbone et al. 
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(2002) found that “episodes”, or time-space clusters of convective precipitation, with 
lifetimes up to 60 h were very common during the warm season over much of the US which 
resulted in coherent axes of radar echo frequencies when diurnally averaged time-longitude 
composites were constructed.  Because the lifetime of these episodes is much longer than the 
individual convective systems, Carbone et al. (2002) suggest an “intrinsic predictability” 
associated with warm season rainfall that offers an opportunity for improved prediction 
provided the propagation mechanisms of the episodes can be properly simulated by numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) models.  Following Carbone et al.'s work, Davis et al. (2003) 
found that operational NWP models could not reproduce the coherent rainfall axes present 
over the central US, attributing fundamental propagation errors to the use of cumulus 
parameterization (CP).  Earlier work by Molinari and Dudek (1992) highlighted the difficulty 
in using CP to simulate organized convective systems by recognizing that, “resolvable 
mesoscale structure develops from initially unresolvable cumulonimbus clouds”, and 
Bukovsky and Kain (2006) suggest, because CPs act independently in individual model 
columns, realistic upscale growth of convective effects cannot occur.   
 Further hindering the ability of simulations using CP in accurately simulating warm 
season rainfall climatology is the frequent occurrence of MCS-spawned mesoscale 
convective vortices (MCVs) over the central US which can influence the behavior of 
organized convection for multi-day periods (e.g., Johnston 1981; Bosart and Sanders 1981; 
Bartels and Maddox 1991; Trier et al. 2000; Davis et al. 2002; Galarneau and Davis 2009).  
MCVs are warm core mid- to lower tropospheric cyclonic circulations that develop within the 
stratiform region of MCSs (e.g., Zhang and Fritsch 1987; Menard and Fritsch 1989; Bartels 
and Maddox 1991; Bartels et al. 1997; Johnson and Mapes 2001) and owe their existence to 
diabatic heating processes that result in mesoscale convergence of synoptic scale vorticity 
which is mostly contributed by planetary vorticity (e.g., Bartels and Maddox 1991; 
Skamarock et al. 1994).  For some MCVs, tilting of horizontal vorticity may also be 
important as discussed by Davis and Galarneau (2009) and references therein.  It is likely that 
MCVs are one of the links between multiple convective systems that compose the episodes 
observed by Carbone et al. (2002).  The quasi-balanced nature of MCVs (e.g., Raymond and 
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Jiang 1990; Davis and Weisman 1994; Trier and Davis 2002) has important implications for 
predictability because balanced flows are more predictable than unbalanced flows and 
constrain initial conditions for numerical models provided strong statistical relationships 
exist between the balanced fields (Davis and Trier 2007).  Given that models using CP cannot 
reproduce the mesoscale circulations within well-organized MCSs that lead to MCV 
formation, simulations utilizing CP face major difficulties in simulating MCV-related 
convective rainfall episodes.   
 The problems associated with using CP has led the US Weather Research Program 
(USWRP), as well as other researchers, to recognize that significant improvements in warm 
season QPF will only be realized through explicit, as opposed to parameterized, treatment of 
convection in an ensemble forecasting setting (Fritsch and Carbone 2004).  Only recently 
have computational capabilities allowed the testing of NWP models using explicit treatment 
of convection in a real-time forecasting environment.  Weisman et al. (2008) provides a 
summary of experiences National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) scientists have 
had using convection-allowing configurations of the Weather Research and Forecasting 
(WRF; Skamarock et al. 2005) model since 2003, emphasizing significant success in 
predicting convective system mode and diurnal precipitation cycle depiction relative to 
NCEP operational models [Clark et al. (2007) and (2009) also demonstrates that convection-
allowing simulations have an improved diurnal precipitation cycle relative to simulations 
using CP].  Generally, the NCAR scientists were surprised at the quality of convective 
guidance out to 36 h; in some of the more dramatic successes, MCSs were predicted 
accurately with up to 36 h lead time.  These results provide further evidence that intrinsic 
predictability may exist and that significant improvements in convective-scale forecasts may 
be obtained through the use of convection-allowing model configurations.  Weisman et al. 
(2008) hypothesize that improvements observed in their convection-allowing WRF-ARW 
configurations were directly related to better depiction of convective processes (e.g., upscale 
growth and propagational mechanisms) and better depiction of convective feedbacks to larger 
scales relative to models using CP.  Results from Clark et al. (2009), in which warm season 
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QPF from a small convection-allowing ensemble was shown to perform better than a larger 
convection-parameterizing ensemble, are also consistent with this hypothesis.   
 In the current study, a case study approach will be used to compare convection-
allowing to convection-parameterizing ensemble WRF model forecasts for a regional severe 
weather outbreak that occurred 01 June 2007 in southeast Iowa and northwest Illinois in 
which convective impacts on the larger scale flow appeared to play a major role in creating a 
favorable environment for severe weather.  Preceding the regional outbreak, a MCV 
developed from an MCS that originated in western Kansas.  This MCV is most appropriately 
described as a “hybrid” MCV case because of its proximity to a large synoptic scale vorticity 
source, so that ambient relative vorticity likely played a significant role in the MCV genesis.  
After the MCS weakened, the MCV tracked into central Iowa growing upscale and becoming 
manifest as a well-defined mid-level short wave trough.  Downstream of the short-wave 
trough, southwesterly mid-level wind speeds increased to over 25 m/s over a region with 
modest instability and east-southeasterly low-level winds creating a favorable environment 
for rotating updrafts.  In this environment, numerous tornadoes occurred, one being rated an 
EF3 and causing considerable.  Particular emphasis is placed on the role of the MCV in 
creating a favorable environment for severe weather, and how well convection-allowing and 
convection-parameterizing simulations were able to simulate the MCV.   
 This case is chosen because it should represent a particularly challenging scenario for 
a forecast model because an accurate forecast is strongly dependent on the realistic 
simulation of preceding convection and its larger scale feedbacks.  Because convection-
allowing simulations better depict convective processes (e.g., Weisman et al. 2008), this is 
the type of case in which convection-allowing guidance could be most beneficial relative to 
guidance using CP.  Also, the case should provide further evidence of whether convection-
allowing simulations can take advantage of the intrinsic predictability suggested by Carbone 
et al. (2002).  Furthermore, although many previous works have used numerical modeling to 
study various aspects of MCV formation and maintenance mechanisms (e.g., Rogers and 
Fritsch 2001; Davis and Trier 2002; Trier and Davis 2007; Conzemius et al. 2007; Davis and 
Galarneau 2009), there are not many studies that examine the skill of numerical models in 
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predicting MCVs in an operationally relevant context.  Studies we are aware of include Davis 
et al. (2002) in which prediction of MCVs by the RUC model were examined; Hawblitzel et 
al. (2007) in which a 20-member 10-km grid-spacing ensemble was used to evaluate the 
dynamics and predictability of a MCV; and Xue et al. (2009) in which forecasts from the 
2009 Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system (Kong et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2009) used 
for the NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Experiment were examined for a very 
intense derecho-producing MCV. 
 The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, data and methodology are provided, 
including model specifications; in section 3, a synopsis is given of the atmosphere conditions 
leading to the regional severe weather outbreak; in section 4, forecasts of various severe 
weather related fields are examined and compared to observations for members in both 
ensembles; in section 5, the vertical structure and maintenance of the observed and simulated 
MCV is explored through a vorticity budget analysis, and in section 6 summary and 
conclusions are provided.   
 
2. Data and methodology    
 For much of the case study synopsis and vorticity budget analyses, operational 20-km 
grid-spacing Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model analyses provided by NCEP and available at 
1-hrly temporal resolution are used as “truth”.  The RUC analyses are generated using hourly 
intermittent 3DVAR assimilation cycles in which recent observations from various sources 
(e.g., wind profiler, radar, aircraft, surface METARS, satellite, etc.) are assimilated using the 
previous 1-hr RUC model forecasts as the background field (Benjamin et al. 2004a,b).   
 Convection-allowing simulations are examined from the 10-member, 4-km grid-
spacing Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system which was run by the Center for 
Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) of the University of Oklahoma, and used for the 
2007 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Experiment (Xue et al. 2007; Kong et al. 
2007).  Convection-parameterizing forecasts are taken from a 30-member, 20-km grid-
spacing ensemble run in post real-time at Iowa State University.  Both ensembles consist of 
members using the WRF-ARW (version 2.2.0) model (Skamarock et al. 2005) that were 
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initialized at 2100 UTC and integrated 33 hours over an approximately 3000 x 2500 km 
domain covering about two thirds of the continental United States (Fig. 4.1).  For this 
particular case study, forecasts initialized 2100 UTC May 31 2007 are examined.  The 4-km 
SSEF system consists of five members with perturbed ICs/LBCs and mixed-physics (ENS4; 
four perturbed members and one control member), while five members use only mixed-
physics (ENS4phys) so that impacts of the different physical parameterization schemes could 
be isolated (e.g., Schwartz et al. 2009).  The 20-km ensemble is configured similar to the 
SSEF system, with 15-members having perturbed ICs/LBCs and mixed-physics (ENS20), 
while 15 other members have only mixed-physics (ENS20phys).  Note that ENS20 and 
ENS20phys have one more set of varied physics schemes relative to ENS4 and ENS4phys, 
because in addition to the varied physics schemes included in the convection-allowing 
ensembles, the convection-parameterizing ensembles use different CPs.  However, 5-member 
subsets of ENS20 and ENS20phys using the same CP do have the same number of varied 
physics schemes as ENS4 and ENS4phys.  These 5-member subsets will be referred to as 
ENS20cp and ENS20physcp where CP refers to one of the three different cumulus 
parameterizations used: 1) Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1993), 2) Betts-Miller-Janjic 
(BMJ; Betts 1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), and 3) Grell-Devenyi (GD; Grell and 
Devenyi 2002).  
 For the SSEF control member, the 2100 UTC analyses from NCEP's operational 
North American Mesoscale (NAM; Janjic 2003) model (at 12-km grid-spacing) were used for 
ICs and the 1800 UTC NAM 12-km forecasts were used for LBCs.  For the members with 
perturbed ICs, perturbations were extracted from ICs of the members from the 2100 UTC 
NCEP Short-Range Ensemble Forecast (SREF) system (Du et al. 2004) and added to the 
2100 UTC NAM analyses.  Corresponding SREF forecasts were used for LBCs (3-hr 
updates).  Xue et al. (2007) and Kong et al. (2007) provide more details on the 
configurations.  Different sets of ICs and corresponding LBCs for ENS20 and ENS20phys 
members were obtained directly from NCEP SREF members initialized at 2100 UTC.  Both 
the convection-allowing and parameterizing ensembles used the RRTM short-wave radiation 
scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997) and Goddard long-wave radiation scheme (Chou and Suarez 
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1994), along with the Noah land surface model (Ek et al. 2003).  Varied PBL schemes 
include Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Mellor and Yamada 1982; Janjic 2002) and YonSei 
University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003) schemes.  Varied microphysics schemes include 
Thompson et al. (2004), WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM-6; Hong and Lim 2006), and 
Ferrier et al. (2002), and surface layer schemes include Monin-Obukhov (Monin and 
Obukhov 1954; Paulson 1970; Dyer and Hicks 1970; Webb 1970) and Janjic Eta (Janjic 
1996, 2002).  Ensemble member specifications are listed in Tables 1 (ENS4 and ENS4phys) 
and 2 (ENS20 and ENS20phys).   
  
3. Synopsis of 01 June 2007 regional severe weather outbreak 
 The synoptic precursor for the 01 June 2007 regional severe weather outbreak over 
southeast Iowa and northwest Illinois was a broad mid-level trough that came onshore over 
the Pacific Northwest US 28 May 2007.  The evolution of this trough as it moved slowly east, 
amplified, and eventually became cut off from the main branch of mid to upper level 
westerlies that transversed the periphery of a broad upper-level ridge in central Canada is 
shown in Figures 4.2a-e.  This weather system and its associated surface features was 
responsible for two rounds of organized convection that initiated in the central High Plains 
(i.e., eastern Colorado; western Kansas and Nebraska) and propagated east preceding the 01 
June event.  The first round occurred 29-30 May along an eastward moving surface frontal 
boundary.  At this time, the upper system had not yet cut off and the upper trough had a 
westward tilt with height.  The second round occurred 31 May-01 June in a post-frontal 
regime in the wake of the first round.  At this time, the upper system had cut off and was 
virtually stationary and vertically stacked from the surface up to 200-hPa.  This second round 
was the impetus for the 01 June regional severe weather outbreak analyzed in this study.  A 
more detailed description of these preceding events follows.    
 During the evening of May 29, a quasi-stationary surface frontal boundary stretched 
from northwest Minnesota through South Dakota and Nebraska and into western Kansas and 
southeastern Colorado.  At this time, the primary upper-level system was not yet cut-off and 
the associated 500-hPa vorticity maximum was located over southern Montana/northern 
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Wyoming.  A secondary mid-level short wave trough was rotating around the southern 
periphery of the main vorticity maximum into Colorado, which contributed to the forcing for 
convection that developed in eastern Colorado and eventually organized into a large MCS 
stretching from central Nebraska into western Kansas and the Oklahoma panhandle by 0400 
UTC May 30 (not shown).  The northern portion of this MCS dissipated by 1000 UTC May 
30, but the southern portion strengthened into a separate MCS that moved across central 
Oklahoma and northeast Texas, finally dissipating in southeast Texas and Louisiana the 
following evening (0000 UTC May 31).   
 By the evening of May 30, the upper-low was cut-off and centered over the western 
Dakotas and a surface low-pressure center, which was in western Minnesota the day before, 
had deepened and retrograded into southeast North Dakota.  A cold frontal boundary 
stretched from this surface low to western Iowa south into central Oklahoma and central 
Texas.  During the early morning of May 31, the cut-off upper low remained virtually 
stationary in the western Dakotas and the surface low continued to retrograde to the west, so 
that by 2100 UTC May 31, the surface low was co-located with the upper-low and the entire 
system was vertically stacked up to 200-hPa (not shown).  In addition, the downstream 
portion of a subtropical upper level ridge over the southwest US was associated with 
northwesterly upper level flow from New Mexico to central Texas resulting in a broad area of 
upper level difluence across Kansas, Oklahoma, and northern Texas between the cut-off low 
and subtropical ridge.  Furthermore, during the same time period, as the leading cold front 
became further detached from the upper-level system and became influenced by ridging at the 
surface and aloft over the Great Lakes region and lower Mississippi valley, frontolysis 
occurred.  As the southerly portion of the front weakened, southerly low-level winds in the 
post-frontal regime began to advect air with higher equivalent potential temperatures 
northward into the high plains, which, combined with strong solar insolation, resulted in 
increasing instability beneath an axis of strong westerly mid-level winds (> 30 m/s) stretching 
from eastern Colorado through Kansas and northwest Missouri.  The combination of strong 
speed and directional wind shear along with modest instability resulted in a favorable 
environment for strong organized convection centered over western Kansas, an area that was 
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highlighted as having a moderate risk for severe weather in the Storms Prediction Center 
(SPC) Day 1 convective outlook (not shown).     
 Around 2100 UTC May 31, scattered convection had developed across parts of 
Nebraska and Kansas.  This convection moved east, slowly organizing and increasing in areal 
coverage.  By 0600 UTC June 01, aided by a strengthening low-level jet over eastern 
Oklahoma and Kansas, the convection had congealed into a large trailing stratiform MCS 
with the leading edge of convective cells stretching from northeast Kansas in an arc toward 
south central Kansas and south into north central Oklahoma.  At about 0900 UTC, 
animations of composite reflectivity data from the WSR-88D radar network revealed an area 
of cyclonic rotation behind the main convective line of the MCS and within the stratiform 
region in southeast Kansas.  The cyclonic rotation in radar data reflected a MCV that moved 
northeast and was located over south central Iowa by 1500 UTC.  Because the MCV was 
embedded within the outer periphery of the large 500-hPa cut-off low, a significant synoptic 
scale vorticity source, the disturbance is most appropriately termed a “hybrid” MCV case 
because ambient relative vorticity likely played a significant role in MCV genesis.   This 
hybrid case is different from more traditional MCV cases documented in the literature which 
do not occur in association with a synoptic scale weather system and thus obtain cyclonic 
rotation from stretching of planetary vorticity. In fact, most MCVs occur within a 
midtropospheric ridge (Bartels and Maddox 1991; Trier et al. 2000).  Note, hereafter the 
disturbance will simply be referred to as a MCV.   
 During the time the MCV moved toward south central Iowa, most of the MCS 
dissipated over Missouri, northeast Arkansas, and western Oklahoma; however, convection 
was sustained around the MCV and in a line arcing to the southeast of the MCV.  The track 
of this MCV is easily inferred by the plot of maximum 600-hPa potential vorticity (PV) for 
the 09-21 UTC 01 June period in Fig. 4.2f, while the evolution of the incipient MCS and 
track of the MCV as inferred by the area of rotation in radar data is shown in Fig. 4.3.  The 
vertical structure of the MCV during various stages of its life cycle is illustrated by vertical 
cross sections of PV and potential temperature (θ) in Figure 4.4.  At 0900 UTC, near the time 
when an area of rotation first became apparent in radar data, the PV anomaly as depicted by 
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the RUC analyses was relatively shallow and confined to a ~200-hPa deep layer centered 
around 700-hPa at about 95 degrees W longitude (Fig. 4.4a).  Note, the vertically stacked cut-
off upper low is reflected by the area of PV that extends to about 400-hPa centered near 104 
degrees W longitude.  By 1500 UTC, the PV anomaly had strengthened and covered a much 
deeper layer up to near the 400-hPa level with maximum PV values located near the 600-mb 
level (Fig. 4.4b).  At 1800 UTC, the PV anomaly reached its peak intensity (Fig. 4.4c and e) 
and by 2100 UTC (Fig. 4.4d) the PV anomaly began to weaken.  To illustrate temporal trends 
in the vertical structure of the PV anomaly, a time-height cross section using average θ and 
PV over a 3 degree longitude section centered over the area of maximum PV (from cross 
sections marked in Fig. 4.4f) is shown in Fig. 4.4e.  From the time-height section it is clear 
the PV anomaly was most intense around 1800 UTC between the 600- and 500-hPa levels.  
As the MCV continued to track northeast through central Iowa after 1500 UTC, the 
environment downstream and along the southeast arcing convective line became increasingly 
unstable with increasing solar insolation.  In addition, east-southeasterly winds at the surface 
veered to south-southwesterly just above the surface yielding 0-1km storm relative helicity 
(SRH) values greater than 150 m2/s2, and mid-level winds ahead of the 600-hPa short wave 
associated with the MCV had increased to almost 30 m/s implying strong speed shear (Figs 
4.4a-b).   
 At 1600 UTC the furthest southeast cells along the convective line extending from the 
MCV began to intensify into supercells, and during the period 1706-1726 UTC a tornado 
tracked through the towns of Grandview, Fruitland, and Muscatine in southeast Iowa.  
According to the post storm damage assessment survey conducted by the Davenport, IA 
National Weather Service (NWS) Weather Forecast Office (WFO), damage in Grandview 
was rated EF3 and in Fruitland and Muscatine EF2.  As the convective line continued to track 
northeast, other embedded supercells formed producing more tornadoes in eastern Iowa and 
northwest Illinois along with numerous severe wind gusts.   
 As previously discussed, this particular event should represent a considerable 
challenge for NWP, especially for models that use CP, because favorable environmental 
conditions for severe weather were largely related to convective feedback in the form of a 
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MCV generated by a nocturnal MCS, and models using CP have difficulty simulating MCSs 
and their convective feedbacks to larger scales (e.g., Molinari and Dudek 1992; Davis et al. 
2003; Bukovsky et al. 2006).  Furthermore, Davis and Galarneau (2008) note that it is 
difficult for models relying on CP to properly represent tilting of horizontal vorticity because 
such models often fail to produce sufficient negative buoyancy (Weisman and Davis 1998).  
Indeed, forecasts for this event from NCEP's operational North American Mesoscale (NAM) 
model (Janjic 2003) valid at 1800 UTC 01 June (Figs. 4.5c-d) did not suggest the very 
favorable conditions for severe weather over southeast Iowa and Illinois that were observed.  
In particular, the NAM forecasts did not forecast the well defined 600-hPa short-wave trough 
and associated enhanced mid-level flow over Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri, and the co-location 
of instability and wind shear just ahead of this short-wave trough over southeast Iowa.  
However, given the success of recent deterministic (e.g., Done et al. 2004; Weisman et al. 
2008) and ensemble (e.g., Clark et al. 2009; Schwartz et al. 2009) convection-allowing WRF 
model simulations in forecasting organized convection, it is hypothesized that a convection-
allowing ensemble could provide much improved forecasts of the environmental conditions 
associated with this event relative to a convection-parameterizing ensemble.  Thus, 
convection-allowing and convection-parameterizing ensemble forecasts (model specifications 
listed in Tables 1 and 2) for this event are examined in the following section. 
 
4. Comparison of convection-allowing and convection-parameterizing forecasts  
 To examine forecasts of the mid-level flow, 21 h forecasts valid at 1800 UTC 01 June 
2007 (within 1 h of when the first tornado occurred) of geopotential height, wind, and relative 
vorticity fields for the 600-hPa level are displayed for the ENS4 (Figs. 4.6a-e) and ENS20 
(Figs. 4.6f-t) ensemble members (recall, these are the ensemble subsets with perturbed ICs 
and mixed-physics).  For comparison of these fields to the verifying RUC analyses, see Fig. 
4.5b.  In addition, probabilistic forecasts of 600-hPa wind speed greater than 15 m/s, 
ensemble mean 600-hPa geopotential height, and regions where wind speeds greater than 15 
m/s were observed in the RUC analyses are illustrated in Figs. 4.6u-y for various ensemble 
subsets.  Forecast probabilities are computed by finding the location of the verification 
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threshold (15 m/s) within the distribution of ensemble member forecasts (Hamill and Colucci 
1997 and 1998).  The area under the relative operating characteristic curve (ROC score; 
Mason 1982) was computed for the probabilistic forecasts (shown at bottom-right of Figs. 
4.6u-y; for more details on how ROC score was computed see Clark et al. 2009).  The ROC 
score is closely related to the economic value of a forecast system (e.g., Mylne 1999; 
Richardson 2000, 2001) and ROC scores range from 0 to 1 with scores above 0.5 showing 
skill, and 0.7 the lower limit for a useful forecast (Buizza et al. 1999).   
 The ENS4 members (Figs. 4.6a-e) all suggest some type of 600-hPa short wave 
trough centered over slightly different locations with an area of wind speeds greater than 20 
m/s downstream from a vorticity maximum.  The characteristics of the short-wave trough 
vary among the ENS4 members, but the location of the vorticity maximum and region of 
downstream enhanced wind speeds appear to cluster near the location at which these features 
were observed as shown in Fig. 4.5b.  Furthermore, the correspondence of the ENS4 600-hPa 
wind speeds greater than 15 m/s to observations is reflected by probabilistic wind speed 
forecasts indicating that higher forecast probabilities match remarkably well to observations 
(Fig. 4.6u), which is also indicated by the 0.94 ROC score.   
 The forecast 600-hPa fields in the ENS20 members (Figs. 4.6f-t) appear to have much 
more variability than the ENS4 members (Figs. 4.6a-e), especially with respect to the location 
and amplitude of the short-wave trough.  This higher variability is implied by the lower and 
more spread out forecast probabilities in ENS20 (Fig. 4.6v) relative to ENS4 (Fig. 4.6u).  
Furthermore, it is clear that the ENS20bmj members (Figs. 4.6f-j) tend to forecast a noticeably 
weaker short-wave trough than the ENS20kf and ENS20GD ensemble members (Figs. 4.6k-t).  
The higher forecast probabilities from ENS20 and ENS20 subsets that were displaced west of 
the region where 15 m/s wind speed were observed (Figs. 4.6v-y) imply a westward 
displacement error in the forecasts of the 600-hPa short wave trough by most of the ENS20 
members.  Subjectively, it is clear that the ENS4 forecast probabilities provide better 
guidance than ENS20, and this better guidance is also suggested by the ROC scores that are 
markedly higher in ENS4.    
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 A comparison of the forecasts from ENS4phys and ENS20phys (recall, these are the 
ensemble subsets with only mixed-physics) for 600-hPa fields (Fig. 4.7) yields results similar 
to those from ENS4 and ENS20 (Fig. 4.6).  Specifically, there is a clear tendency for the 
ENS20phys ensemble subsets to forecast the enhanced wind speeds ahead of the 600-hPa 
short-wave trough further west than what was observed which is clear from the probabilistic 
forecasts in Figs. 4.7v-y.  Also, the ENS20physbmj members (Figs. 4.7f-j) forecast a much 
weaker short-wave trough than ENS20physkf (Figs. 4.7k-o) and ENS20physGD members (Figs. 
4.7p-t).  However, there is much less variability or spread in the ENS4phys and ENS20phys 
forecasts relative to ENS4 and ENS20 which is expected since the former ensembles do not 
include IC perturbations.  The ENS4phys and ENS20phys ROC scores are less than those from 
ENS4 and ENS20, respectively, which is a direct result of underdispersion from the lack of 
IC perturbations in ENS4phys and ENS20phys.  However, note that the ENS4phys probabilities 
of wind speeds greater than 15 m/s (Fig. 4.7u) still correspond remarkably well to 
observations.   
 To examine forecasts of low-level wind shear and instability, 21 h forecasts of 0-1 km 
storm-relative-helicity (SRH) and most unstable convective available potential energy 
(MUCAPE) are displayed for the ENS4 (Figs. 4.8a-e) and ENS20 (Figs. 4.8f-t) ensemble 
members.  For comparison of these fields to the verifying RUC analysis, see Fig. 4.5a.  In 
addition, probabilistic forecasts of SRH greater than 100 m2/s2 (P[SRH>100]) and MUCAPE 
greater than 1000 J/kg (P[MUCAPE>1000]) for various ensemble subsets are displayed in 
Figs. 4.8u-y and 4.8z-δ, respectively.  ROC scores for P[SRH>100] and P[MUCAPE>1000] 
are also displayed in Figs. 4.8u-δ, and ROC scores for probabilistic forecasts of having both 
SRH>100 and MUCAPE>1000 (i.e., P[MUCAPE>1000 & SRH>100]) are also displayed in 
Figs. 4.8z-δ.   Note, to compute P[MUCAPE>1000 & SRH>100], the average of the binary 
probabilities from each ensemble member is used (Schwartz et al. 2009), as opposed to 
finding the location of the verification threshold within the distribution of ensemble member 
forecasts which was used to compute the SRH and MUCAPE probabilities.   
 Subjectively, the low-level wind pattern and spatial distribution of MUCAPE and 
SRH appear to resemble the RUC analysis (Fig. 4.5a) most closely in the cn (Fig. 4.8a) and 
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p1 (Fig. 4.8b) ENS4 members.    In these members, higher values of MUCAPE extend from 
southern and eastern Missouri and arc into southeast Iowa where the higher MUCAPE values 
are co-located with a maximum in SRH.  Also, in both the cn and p1 members, there is a 
relatively strong MUCAPE gradient in southern Iowa/northern Missouri which also 
resembles the RUC analysis.  The distribution of MUCAPE and SRH is consistent with the 
conceptual MCV model developed by Raymond and Jiang (1990), in which mid-level 
isentropic ascent (descent) having a destabilizing (stabilizing) effect is favored downshear 
(upshear) of the mid-level vortex.  For both cn and p1 members as well as RUC analyses, 
ambient (i.e., outside influence of the MCV) 300- to 850-hPa shear vectors are oriented 
approximately perpendicular to the MUCAPE gradient near southern Iowa (not shown).  The 
spatial distribution of MUCAPE and SRH in the other ENS4 members has much less of a 
resemblance to the RUC analyses, despite having a similar placement of the mid-level short-
wave trough.  Differences in the vertical structure of the simulated disturbance (examined 
later), which are not apparent from the 600-hPa level, likely result in the different 
MUCAPE/SRH spatial patterns for these members (Figs. 4.8c-e).   
 The spatial distribution of the MUCAPE and SRH fields for the ENS20 members 
(Figs. 8f-t) appears to resemble the RUC analyses much less than the ENS4 members.  All of 
the ENS20bmj members (Figs. 4.8f-j) fail to reproduce any areas of SRH>100 m2/s2 and the 
MUCAPE fields do not have a relative minimum in eastern Kansas/western Missouri as in 
the RUC analysis.  The failure of the ENS20bmj members to depict the low-level wind shear 
and instability reflects forecast errors for the placement and intensity of the MCV.  Opposite 
the behavior of the ENS20bmj members, many of the ENS20kf and ENS20GD members tend to 
overforecast SRH.  For example, members 06, 07, and 12 predict large areas of SRH>200 
m2/s2 while the highest values in the RUC analysis were between 150 and 200 m2/s2.  In 
addition, in the ENS20bmj and ENS20GD members, the highest values of MUCAPE were 
forecast to the south and west of the SRH maxima, unlike the RUC analyses in which a local 
minimum in MUCAPE was observed south and west of the highest values of SRH.  
However, member 09 (Fig. 4.8n) was a notable exception to the aforementioned 
MUCAPE/SRH errors.  In member 09, the maximum SRH values are placed in southeast 
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Iowa, with the MUCAPE minimum located to the southwest so that the MUCAPE/SRH 
spatial distributions bear much more resemblance to the RUC analysis than any of the other 
ENS20 members. In addition, note that the member 09 600-hPa geopotential heights and 
wind speeds (Fig. 4.6n) also correspond much better with the RUC analysis than the other 
ENS20 members.       
 The P[SRH>100] forecasts (Figs. 4.8u-y) generally reflect the tendencies in the 
members composing each ensemble subset.  In ENS4, there were virtually no overlapping 
regions of SRH>100 among the ensemble members so that values of P[SRH>100] were 
relatively low.  In addition, the clustering of non-zero P[SRH>100] values around observed 
regions of SRH>100 suggests the ENS4 ensemble did not contain any significant spatial 
biases.  However, note that although ENS4 P[SRH>100] values tended to cluster around 
observed regions of SRH>100, there was still a relatively large region over eastern Iowa in 
which SRH>100 was observed but was not forecast by any of the ENS4 members.  Thus, it is 
likely that a better sampling of important growth directions by an ensemble with more 
members, or perhaps a neighborhood approach (Schwartz et al. 2009) for constructing 
forecast probabilities would be beneficial to the convection-allowing forecasts of SRH>100.  
The ENS20 P[SRH>100] forecast (Fig. 4.8v) clearly illustrates the westward bias for 
SRH>100 in the ENS20 members, which was mainly contributed to by the ENS20kf (Fig. 
4.8x) and ENS20bmj (Fig. 4.8y) ensemble subsets since there were virtually no areas of 
SRH>100 forecast by any of the ENS20bmj members (Fig. 4.8w).  The ROC score for the 
ENS4 P[SRH>100] of 0.70 was noticeably higher than all of the ENS20 ensemble subsets 
that had ROC scores ranging from 0.49 – 0.56.   
 The P[MUCAPE>1000] forecasts (Figs. 4.8z-δ) are a bit more difficult to evaluate 
subjectively since many of the ENS4 and ENS20 members overforecast MUCAPE>1000 
resulting in large areas of non-zero P[MUCAPE>1000] over much of the domain.  However, 
as inferred from the amount of white space beneath the hatched regions in Figs. 4.8z-δ, it 
appears that there were virtually no areas with zero P[MUCAPE>1000] in ENS4 (Fig. 4.8z) 
where MUCAPE>1000 was observed, which was not the case for ENS20.  Furthermore, the 
highest P[MUCAPE>1000] values in ENS4 generally were co-located with observed values, 
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while the highest values in ENS20 were displaced further to the west in eastern Kansas and 
western Missouri.  This subjective impression is consistent with the ENS4 ROC score of 0.80 
for P[MUCAPE>1000], which is noticeably higher than ROC scores for the ENS20 ensemble 
subsets which range from 0.58 to 0.71.  ROC scores for P[MUCAPE>1000 & SRH>100] 
were also larger in ENS4, and both ENS4 and ENS20 P[MUCAPE>1000 & SRH>100] ROC 
scores were generally lower than for the individual MUCAPE and SRH fields.   
 A comparison of SRH and MUCAPE forecasts from ENS4phys and ENS20phys in Fig. 
4.9 shows similar trends as those discussed for Fig. 4.8.  However, as was noted for the 600-
mb fields, it is clear that there is much less spread in the ENS4phys and ENS20phys forecasts 
since they do not have IC perturbations.  Furthermore, similar to the 600-hPa wind speeds, 
ROC scores for MUCAPE and SRH in ENS4phys and ENS20phys are less than those for ENS4 
and ENS20 which results from underdispersion.  An interesting aspect of the ENS4phys 
forecasts is that all of the members appear to have a spatial distribution of MUCAPE and 
SRH fields in which a maximum in SRH is located in southwest Iowa co-located with the 
northern end of relatively high MUCAPE values, a spatial pattern very similar to what is seen 
in the RUC analysis (Fig. 4.5a).  However, because all the ENS4phys members had a small 
southwest displacement error for P[SRH>100] (Fig. 4.9u), the ROC score for P[SRH>100] 
was only 0.67, slightly less than the ROC score of 0.70 from ENS4 (Fig. 4.8u) which had 
only two members that appeared to have realistic SRH forecasts.   
 Summarizing the results for the comparison of the convection-allowing and 
convection-parameterizing forecasts, it is clear that the convection-allowing forecasts had an 
advantage relative to the convection-parameterizing forecasts.  Furthermore, the superior 
convection-allowing forecasts were clearly related to a better forecast of a MCV and its 
impact on the larger scale flow.   In the following section, the vertical structure and 
maintenance of the mid-level perturbation in the ensemble members will be explored in an 
attempt to diagnose deficiencies in the forecasts.  
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5. Vorticity budget analyses 
 A vorticity budget for the MCV as depicted in the 1 hrly RUC analyses and in the 
ensemble member simulations was computed using the vorticity budget for frictionless flow 
in isobaric coordinates: 
 
 (1)  
 
where  is the vertical component of relative vorticity, f the Coriolis parameter, VH the 
horizontal velocity, c the motion of the MCV, and  the vertical velocity in isobaric 
coordinates.  The terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (1) depict vorticity tendency due to 
(ordered left to right):  1) system-relative horizontal advection, 2) vertical advection, 3) 
vortex stretching (due to convergence or divergence), and 4) tilting of horizontal to vertical 
vorticity.  At each time the MCV was discernible in observations and simulations, the budget 
was computed for a 320-km x 320-km grid centered on the MCV at vertical levels from 900- 
to 300-hPa every 25-hPa.  In addition to computing the RHS terms at time t, to evaluate how 
well the budget “balances”, the LHS was computed as  and spatial 
correlation coefficients were computed between the LHS and RHS of Eq. (1) (Table 3).  The 
25-hPa vertical resolution was chosen for the model simulations to match what was available 
in the RUC analyses.  The center point of the grid box was manually chosen to try to 
maximize the average relative vorticity within the box.  The 320-km distance was chosen 
because it appeared to be the minimum distance required to encompass most of the MCV-
related vorticity maxima for observations and model simulations.  The MCVs were tracked 
manually by displaying plots of the average relative vorticity in the 400- to 700-hPa layer for 
each forecast hour.  For both models and observations, the horizontal wind fields were passed 
through a filter designed to remove wavelengths below 160-km before displaying vorticity 
making it easier to identify coherent areas of vorticity associated with the MCV, which was 
especially useful for the 4-km grid-spacing simulations that contained very noisy raw relative 
vorticity fields.  Note, this filter was not used for the actual vorticity budget analysis.  An 
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example of a raw and filtered vorticity field for one of the ENS4 ensemble members is shown 
in Figure 4.10.   
 The tracks of the manually identified MCVs are shown in Figure 4.11.  Both 20-km 
ensembles tend to have tracks displaced to the northwest of the observed MCV track, while 
both 4-km ensembles have tracks generally clustered around the observed track.  In addition, 
the ENS4 and ENS20 MCV tracks (Fig. 4.11a) have more spread than the ENS4phys and 
ENS20phys tracks (Fig. 4.11b), similar to parameters examined in the previous section.  
Average displacement errors for the MCV at forecast hour 18 (1500 UTC) are 61 km for 
ENS4, much less than in ENS20 and ENS20 subsets which range from 139 to 253 km (Fig. 
4.11a), and 43 km for ENS4phys, also less than in ENS20phys and ENS20phys subsets which 
range from 49 to 127 km.   
 At each forecast hour the MCV was discernible in analyses and simulations, the 
vorticity budget terms for each vertical level were averaged over the 320 km x 320 km grid 
box to construct time-height diagrams.  For this analysis, the planetary and relative vorticity 
in the vortex stretching term are separated, and the actual values of vorticity are also 
displayed.  The time-height diagrams for each ensemble member and the analyses can be 
found at http://www.meteor.iastate.edu/~clar0614/vort_budget. The budget for the RUC 
analysis is displayed in Figure 4.12.  Notice that the spatial distributions of vorticity tendency 
(Fig. 4.12a) and the sum of Eq. (1) RHS terms (Fig. 4.12b) correspond fairly well, with a 
spatial correlation coefficient (upper-right of Fig. 4.12b) of 0.67.  Differences between Fig. 
4.12a and Fig. 4.12b likely occur because the tendencies are computed at one time centered 
within a two hour period during which fields are constantly evolving, so that processes 
occurring when tendencies are computed may not be completely representative of the entire 
two hour time window.  Also, it is possible that the RUC analysis is not properly depicting 
the fields from which vorticity budget terms are derived.   
 The largest contributions to positive vorticity tendency in the RUC analysis are from 
stretching of relative (Fig. 4.12c) and planetary (Fig. 4.12d) vorticity, with stretching of 
planetary vorticity the largest contribution, consistent with MCV genesis mechanisms found 
in previous work and also the assignment of this particular MCV as a “hybrid” case because 
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of the contribution to vorticity tendency from stretching of relative vorticity.  In Figures 4.13 
and 4.14, the time-height plots of budget terms for ENS20 member 09 and ENS4 member cn 
are shown, respectively.  These two members are shown because, subjectively, they appeared 
to have the best forecasts of the MCV within their respective ensembles.  For member 09 
(Fig. 4.13), notice that the magnitude and timing of the vorticity maximum (Fig. 4.13h) 
matches quite well with the RUC analysis (Fig. 4.12h).  Also, the vorticity tendency 
contribution from stretching of planetary vorticity (Fig. 4.13d) is clearly making a large 
contribution to the total tendency (Fig. 4.13b).  Horizontal advection (Fig.4.13f), stretching of 
relative vorticity (Fig. 4.13c), and vertical advection (Fig. 4.13e) also appear to be making 
large positive contributions to total tendency, however, notice that tendencies from stretching 
of relative vorticity (Fig. 4.13c) and horizontal advection (Fig. 4.13f) tend to be equal in 
magnitude but opposite in sign, as well as vertical advection (Fig. 4.13e) and tilting (Fig. 
4.13g), so that the net contribution from these terms ends up being smaller.  For member cn 
(Fig. 4.14), the magnitude of the vorticity maximum (Fig. 4.14h) is simulated well, but 
weakening does not occur until after 2100 UTC, about 3 hours after that observed in the RUC 
analysis (Fig. 4.12h).  Similar to member 09, stretching of planetary vorticity (Fig. 4.14d) is 
clearly making a significant contribution to the total tendency (Fig. 4.14b), while other terms 
appear to mostly offset each other.  In the subsequent analyses, summary statistics of budget 
terms are presented to gauge the overall behavior of the ensembles. 
 To evaluate how well the ensemble members simulate the amplitude of the MCV, 
time series of the maximum vorticity over the 900- to 300-hPa layer from the time-height 
plots (e.g., Figs. 4.12-4.14) are constructed and displayed in Figures 4.15a-c.  The ENS4 and 
ENS4phys members (Fig. 4.15a) do a reasonable job of predicting the observed amplitude, but 
have a tendency to under-predict the maximum amplitude.  For ENS20 and ENS20phys 
subsets (Figs. 4.15b-c) there appears to be much more spread in the simulated amplitude of 
the MCV relative to ENS4 and ENS4phys.  However, much of the increased spread in 
amplitudes results from the underprediction in the members using the BMJ cumulus 
parameterization, which is consistent with the vorticity fields previously discussed in Figs. 
4.6f-j and Figs. 4.7f-j.  Without considering the BMJ members, the time series of MCV 
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amplitudes in the ENS20 and ENS20phys members (Figs. 4.15b and c, respectively) appear 
very similar to those from ENS4 and ENS4phys (Fig. 4.15a) and correspond relatively well 
with the RUC analysis.  However, time series of the levels at which the maximum vorticity 
was observed (Figs. 4.15d-f) show that the ENS4 and ENS4phys members correspond much 
better to the RUC analysis than ENS20 and ENS20phys regardless of whether members using 
the BMJ cumulus parameterization are considered.   
 Finally, summary statistics for contributions to total positive vorticity tendency from 
Eq. (1) budget terms for ensemble members from ENS4 and ENS20 (Fig. 4.16), ENS4phys 
and ENS20phys (Fig. 4.17), and the RUC analysis are presented.  The contributions are 
computed by summing the total vorticity tendencies and budget terms at all points in time-
height space where total vorticity tendencies were positive.  Tilting and vertical advection 
terms were combined, as well as horizontal advection and stretching of relative vorticity 
because, as previously discussed, these pairs of budget terms tended to offset each other.  In 
the RUC analysis, stretching of planetary vorticity was the dominant budget term, while the 
sum of horizontal advection and stretching of relative vorticity also made a noticeable 
contribution.  Generally, in all of the ensemble members, stretching of planetary vorticity was 
also the dominant term contributing to total vorticity tendency.  The only ensemble member 
in which stretching of planetary vorticity was not the largest budget term was n1 (Fig. 4.16d) 
in which the sum of tilting and vertical advection was larger.   
 The average percent contributions of the tendency terms in each ensemble subset are 
shown in Table 4.4.  For the RUC analysis 75% of the total vorticity tendency was from 
stretching of planetary vorticity, while 22% and 2% was contributed by the sum of tilting and 
vertical advection and the sum of horizontal advection and stretching of relative vorticity, 
respectively.  ENS4 and ENS4phys had contributions from stretching of planetary vorticity 
similar to the RUC analysis, but the contributions from the sum of stretching of relative 
vorticity and horizontal advection was larger than the RUC analysis.  The ENS20 ensemble 
subsets using the BMJ and KF cumulus parameterizations generally had the only positive 
contribution to total tendency coming from stretching of planetary vorticity and, interestingly, 
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the ENS20GD and ENS20physGD had contributions that corresponded most closely with the 
RUC analysis.   
 
6. Summary and conclusions 
 MCVs are likely one of the links between multiple convective systems that compose 
the warm season “episodes” recognized by Carbone et al. (2002).  Thus, in order to take 
advantage of the intrinsic predictability inferred by these episodes, NWP models must be able 
to properly simulate the dynamics and maintenance of MCVs.  Because models using CP 
have major difficulties in simulating mesoscale circulations within well organized MCSs that 
lead to MCV formation, it is expected that models using CP will struggle to simulate MCV-
related convective rainfall episodes.   
 In this study, an analysis of a MCV-related regional severe weather outbreak that 
occurred 01 June 2007 in eastern Iowa and northwest Illinois was performed.  It was shown 
that enhanced mid-level winds and low-level shear downstream from and along a southwest 
arcing line of convection associated with a MCV lead to favorable conditions for rotating 
updrafts after solar heating led to modest destabilization.  In these favorable severe weather 
conditions, multiple tornadoes were reported.   
 Subsequent analyses examined forecasts of this event from a convection-allowing and 
convection-parameterizing ensemble.  It was found that forecasts of mid-level winds and 
low-level severe parameters (CAPE and SRH) were much better in the convection-allowing 
ensemble members because the MCV was much better simulated relative to the convection-
parameterizing members.  These results somewhat contradict those of Coniglio et al. (2009) 
in which it was shown that forecasts of severe weather related fields in pre-convective 
environments contained larger errors in convection-allowing relative to convection-
parameterizing deterministic forecasts.  However, the Coniglio et al. study emphasized “clean 
slate” convective environments which would not include cases similar to the one analyzed 
herein.   
 This case study serves as an example of the advantages afforded by convection-
allowing simulations.  Typically, forecasts in environments containing ongoing convection 
from NWP models using CP are associated with a high degree of uncertainty because 
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“convective feedbacks”, (i.e., spurious tendencies resulting from activation of CPs) are 
thought to “contaminate” the forecasts (e.g., Baldwin et al. 2002; Correia et al. 2004).  
However, convection-allowing forecasts that more accurately simulate convective processes 
and impacts on the larger scale flow should be less likely to be negatively impacted by 
ongoing convection.  Nonetheless, the inherent uncertainty and rapid error growth associated 
with convective-scale processes should still yield a high degree of uncertainty in forecasts 
when convection is present, although the case examined in this study did not seem to be 
associated with a high degree of uncertainty for the convection-allowing forecasts since most 
of the convection-allowing ensemble members did a reasonable job at forecasting the MCV 
and related convection.  It is hypothesized that certain large scale regimes are associated with 
greater MCS predictability, with the event examined herein an example of such a case.  In 
these types of cases, convection-allowing simulations could be particularly advantageous 
relative to convection-parameterizing forecasts that are unable to property simulate 
convective impacts on the larger scale flow.   
 Finally, a vortex-following vorticity budget analysis was conducted for the MCV as 
depicted by the RUC analyses and all the ensemble member simulations.  Generally, 
simulated MCVs were mainly generated through stretching of planetary vorticity, which is 
consistent with previous work.  However, there were clear differences in the relative 
contribution from different vorticity tendency terms among the ensemble subsets.  In 
particular, the convection-allowing members had a much larger vorticity tendency 
contribution from a combination of relative vorticity stretching and horizontal advection than 
the other ensemble subsets.  Also, the ENS20 subsets using the GD CP had the best 
correspondence to the tendencies from the RUC analyses.  However, simply considering 
forecasts of MCV vorticity amplitude and level at which the maximum amplitude occurred; 
the ENS4 and ENS4phys members had the best forecasts.  Future work is planned to examine 
the actual physical processes leading to different vorticity tendencies.   
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Figure 4.1 Domains for a) NCEP SREF ensemble members and b) ENS4 and ENS20 
ensemble members 
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Figure 4.2 RUC analyses of 500-hPa absolute vorticity (105s-1; shaded), geopotential height 
(m; contours), and wind speeds greater than 15 m/s (hatched) valid 1200 UTC a) 28 
May, b) May 29, c) 30 May, c) 31 May, and d) 01 June, 2007.  f) RUC analysis of 
maximum 600-hPa potential vorticity (PVU; shaded) for the period 0900 - 2200 UTC 01 
June 2007.   
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Figure 4.3 Radar reflectivity “snapshots” of a MCV-producing MCS at different times 
indicated above or below each snapshop.  The track of the MCV as inferred from 
composite radar reflectivity is indicated by the black/grey dots connected by the black 
line.  Black (grey) dots indicate the location of the MCV at times reflectivity is not (is) 
pictured.  RUC analyses of 300-hPa wind direction (magnitude) at 1500 UTC 01 June 
2007 is shown by vectors (shading).  Locations of tornado (black triangles), hail (black 
squares), and wind reports (black circles) that occurred 1700 – 2200 UTC are marked.    
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Figure 4.4 Vertical cross sections from RUC analyses of potential temperature (contours) and 
potential vorticity (shaded) at a) 0900 UTC, b) 1500 UTC, c) 1800 UTC, and d) 2100 
UTC, 01 June 2007.  The locations of the cross-sections in a)-d) are indicated in f) 
along with the maximum 600-hPa potential vorticity during the period 0900-2200 UTC 
01 June.  e) time-height section of potential temperature and potential vorticity 
averaged over approximately 300-km centered over the PV anomaly.  Times at which 
the cross sections in a)-d) are valid are indicated by the vertical lines in e) and locations 
of all the cross sections used to create e) are indicated in f).   
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Figure 4.5 0-1km storm relative helicity (SRH; contours), most unstable convective available 
potential energy (MUCAPE; shaded), and 10-m winds (grey wind barbs) from a) the 
RUC analysis valid at 1800 UTC 01 June 2007, and c) the 18 h forecast from the NAM 
model initialized at 0000 UTC 01 June 2007.  600-hPa relative vorticity (s-1; shaded), 
geopotential height (m; contours), wind vectors, and wind speeds greater than 20 m/s 
(hatched) from b) the RUC analysis and d) the NAM, valid at the same times as in a) 
and c), respectively.  The arcing dashed lines in a) and b) denote the location of the 
observed convective line.   
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Figure 4.6 Forecasts (21 h lead time) of 600-hPa relative vorticity (shaded), geopotential height 
(contours), and 600-hPa wind speed greater than 40-knots (hatched) for a)-e) ENS4, and f)-t) 
ENS20 ensemble members valid at 1800 UTC 01 June 2007.  Forecast probabilities of 600-
hPa wind speed greater than 40-knots (shaded), ensemble mean 600-hPa geopotential height 
(contours), and RUC analyses of wind speed greater than 40-knots (hatched) for u) ENS4, v) 
ENS20, w) ENS20bmj, x) ENS20kf, y) ENS20GD.  ROC scores for the 40-knot 600-hPa wind 
speed threshold are indicated at the bottom-right of u)-y). 
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Figure 4.7 Same as Figure 4.6 except a)-e) are for ENS4phys and f)-t) are for ENS20phys, and 
u) ENS4phys, v) ENS20phys, w) ENS20physbmj, x) ENS20physkf, and y) ENS20physGD. 
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Figure 4.8 21-h forecasts of MUCAPE (shaded), 0-1km SRH (contours), and 10-m winds (barbs) for a)-e) 
ENS4, and f)-t) ENS20 ensemble members.  Forecast probabilities (shaded) and RUC analyses (hatched) 
of SRH greater than 100 m2/s2 for u) ENS4, v) ENS20, w) ENS20bmj, x) ENS20kf, y) ENS20GD.  z) - δ) 
same as u) - y) except for MUCAPE greater than 1000 J/kg.  ROC scores (see text for descriptions) are 
indicated at the top-right of u) - δ). 
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Figure 4.9 Same as Figure 4.8 except for ENS4phys and ENS20phys subsets. 
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Figure 4.10 ENS4 member cn 18 h forecast (valid 1500 UTC) of 600-hPa relative vorticity at 
600-hPa for a) the raw horizontal wind field and b) the filtered horizontal wind 
field.  
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Figure 4.11 Manually identified MCV tracks for a) ENS20 (thin grey), ENS4 (thick black), and the RUC 
analysis (grey line with black dots), and b) ENS20phys (thin grey), ENS4phys (thick black), and the RUC 
analysis (grey line with black dots).  Triangles mark the location of MCVs at forecast hour 18, and 
average displacement errors for various ensemble subsets at forecast hour 18 are shown in the bottom 
right of a) and b). 
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Figure 4.12 Time-height averages of vorticity budget terms: a) vorticity tendency [LHS of Eq. (1)], b) sum of 
the RHS terms in Eq. (1), c) stretching of relative vorticity, d) stretching of planetary vorticity, e) 
vertical advection of relative vorticity, f) vorticity advection, g) tilting of horizontal vorticity in vertical, 
and h) vorticity. 
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Figure 4.13 Same as Figure 4.12, except for ENS20 ensemble member 09. 
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Figure 4.14 Same as Figure 4.12, except for ENS4 ensemble member cn. 
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Figure 4.15 Time series of the maximum vorticity between 900- and 300-hPa for ensemble 
members in a) ENS4 and ENS4phys, b) ENS20 subsets, and c) ENS20phys subsets, and 
d) - f) same as a) -c) except for time series of the vertical level at which the maximum 
vorticity occurred.  a) - f) also contain time series from the RUC analysis. 
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Figure 4.16 The sum of positive vorticity tendencies over the 800- to 400-hPa layer derived from the RHS of 
Eq. (1) (top bar in each panel labeled RHS), and contributions to the RHS value from stretching of 
planetary vorticity ( ), tilting + vertical advection [ ], and stretching of relative 
vorticity + horizontal advection [ ] for members of a) - e) ENS4, f) - j) ENS20BMJ, 
k) - o) ENS20KF, p) - t) ENS20GD, and u) the RUC analysis.   
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Figure 4.17 Same as Figure 4.16, except for a) - e) ENS4phys, f) - j) ENS20physBMJ, k) - o) 
ENS20physKF, and p) - t) ENS20physGD. 
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Table 4.1 ENS4 (members 1-5) and ENS4phys (members 6-10) ensemble member 
specifications.  NAMa and NAMf indicate NAM forecasts and analyses, respectively; 
em_pert and nmm_pert are perturbations from different SREF members; and em_n1, 
em_p1, nmm_n1, and nmm_p1 are different SREF members that are used for LBCs.  
The remaining table elements are described in the text.   
 
Ensemble 
Member 
ICs LBCs Microphysics 
Scheme 
Surface Layer 
Scheme 
Boundary Layer 
Scheme 
CN 21Z NAMa 18z NAMf WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
N1 CN - em_pert 21z SREF em_n1 Ferrier Janjic Eta MYJ 
P1 CN + em_pert 21z SREF em_p1 Thompson Janjic Eta MYJ 
N2 CN – nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_n1 Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
P2 CN + nmm_pert 21z SREF nmm_p1 WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH1 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Thompson Janjic Eta MYJ 
PH2 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Ferrier Janjic Eta MYJ 
PH3 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH4 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
PH5 21Z NAMa 18Z NAMf Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
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Table 4.2 ENS20 (members 1-15) and ENS20phys (members 16-30) specifications.  The ICs/LBCs table 
elements represent various SREF members and the remaining table elements are described in the text. 
Member ICs/LBCs Cumulus Scheme Microphysics  Surface Layer Boundary Layer  
1 em_ctl BMJ Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
2 em_p1 BMJ WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
3 em_n1 BMJ WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
4 nmm_ctl BMJ Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
5 nmm_p1 BMJ Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
6 nmm_n1 KF Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
7 eta_ctl1 KF WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
8 eta_n1 KF WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
9 eta_n2 KF Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
10 eta_n3 KF Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
11 eta_n4 Grell Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
12 eta_p1 Grell WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
13 eta_p2 Grell WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
14 eta_p3 Grell Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
15 eta_p4 Grell Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
16 eta_ctl2 BMJ Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
17 eta_ctl2 BMJ WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
18 eta_ctl2 BMJ WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
19 eta_ctl2 BMJ Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
20 eta_ctl2 BMJ Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
21 eta_ctl2 KF Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
22 eta_ctl2 KF WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
23 eta_ctl2 KF WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
24 eta_ctl2 KF Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
25 eta_ctl2 KF Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
26 eta_ctl2 Grell Thompson Janjic Eta  MYJ 
27 eta_ctl2 Grell WSM-6 Janjic Eta MYJ 
28 eta_ctl2 Grell WSM-6 Monin-Obukhov YSU 
29 eta_ctl2 Grell Thompson Monin-Obukhov YSU 
30 eta_ctl2 Grell Ferrier Monin-Obukhov YSU 
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Table 4.3 Spatial correlation coefficients between the time-height averaged LHS and RHS of 
Eq. (1) for all ensemble members and the RUC analysis. 
 
 ENS20 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 
CORR 0.91 0.900.850.890.950.860.930.920.850.86 0.80 0.780.910.850.86
 ENS20
phys 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
CORR 0.92 0.920.850.920.930.910.940.850.900.91 0.70 0.800.880.840.84
 ENS4 ENS4
phys Analysis 
cn p1 p2 n1 n2 ph1 ph2 ph3 ph4 ph5 RUC 
CORR 0.71 0.550.510.480.600.610.730.540.650.74 0.67 
 
 
Table 4.4 Average contribution (%) to positive vorticity tendency from tendency terms in the 
indicated ensemble subsets and from the RUC analysis.  
 
 
ENS4 ENS4phys ENS20BMJ ENS20physBMJ ENS20KF ENS20physKF ENS20GD ENS20physGD RUC 
 
66.0 79.6 101.5 112.1 106.6 110.9 68.0 64.7 75.33 
 
 
9.7 -1.7 21.9 -5.2 -2.0 -0.1 23.7 33.6 22.3 
 
 
24.3 22.1 -23.4 -6.8 -4.6 -10.8 8.4 1.7 2.4 
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 CHAPTER 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
General discussion 
 Severe weather generated by deep moist convection has a high societal impact in the 
United States (e.g., Kunkel et al. 1999; Brooks and Doswell 2001), and generating accurate 
and reliable short-term forecasts of warm-season moist convection remains one of the most 
challenging aspects for the current generation of NWP models (e.g., Fritsch and Carbone 
2004; Olson et al. 2005).  Deficiencies in warm season forecasts of convection have been 
linked to the use of cumulus parameterization (CP; Davis et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2006; Clark et 
al. 2007), which current operational systems must use because of computational limitations.  
However, recent advances in computing have began to allow testing of convection-allowing 
models (i.e., models run at grid-spacing fine enough to turn off CP) in real-time forecasting 
environments.   
 Ongoing convection-allowing forecasting experiments have been rather successful 
(e.g., Weisman et al. 2008; Xue et al. 2009), but given theoretical predictability limits (e.g., 
Lorenz 1969) and recent experiments (e.g., Walser et al. 2004; Kong et al. 2006; Hohenegger 
and Schar 2007) that suggest very short lead times for highly skillful deterministic forecasts 
at convective scales, ensembles should be used to manifest additional skill and quantify 
forecast uncertainty.  These issues have motivated a major component of the 2007-2009 
NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed (HWT) Spring Experiments, which involve evaluation 
application of real-time, large domain 10-member (20 members used in 2009) storm-scale 
ensemble forecast (SSEF) systems run by the Center for the Analysis and Prediction of 
Storms (CAPS; Xue et al. 2009; Kong et al. 2009) at the University of Oklahoma.  To 
determine which convection-allowing products provide the most benefits relative to current 
operational systems and the most efficient and effective allotment of future computing 
resources, the performance of convection-allowing ensembles should be evaluated relative to 
coarser resolution ensemble that parameterize convection, which is the goal of this 
dissertation.  Three research components were designed with this goal in mind and all three 
components utilize data from the 10-member convection-allowing ensemble used for the 
2007 NOAA/HWT Spring Experiment (Xue et al. 2007; Kong et al. 2007), and a 30-member 
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convection-parameterizing ensemble run in post real-time on the computing cluster in the 
Meteorology program at Iowa State University.  The hypotheses associated with each 
research component proposed in the beginning of the dissertation are answered as follows: 
 
Despite having fewer members, the convection-allowing ensemble will produce more 
accurate and reliable precipitation forecasts because of the advantages realized by treating 
convective processes explicitly and improved depiction of forecast uncertainty at higher 
resolution (Chapter 2).   
 It was expected that convection-allowing ensemble members would have an inherent 
advantage over convection-parameterizing members because of previous work showing that 
convection-allowing simulations have an improved representation of the diurnal precipitation 
cycle relative to convection-parameterized simulations.  This inherent advantage was 
confirmed for the convection-allowing ensemble members in this study by examining 
diurnally averaged Hovmöller diagrams of simulated and observed precipitation.  The 
convection-allowing ensemble members had a better diurnal cycle depiction relative to the 
convection-parameterizing member as evaluated subjectively and objectively using spatial 
correlation coefficients computed in Hovmöller space.   
 For the 23 cases examined, computations of various precipitation skill metrics for 
probabilistic and deterministic forecasts revealed that a 5-member convection-allowing 
ensemble generally provided more accurate precipitation forecasts than a 15-member 
convection-parameterizing ensemble, with statistically significant results for precipitation 
thresholds above 0.25 inches and at forecast lead times of 9-21 hours.  In addition, an 
analysis of forecast uncertainty using rank histograms and spread-skill measures revealed that 
the convection-allowing ensemble had an improved representation of forecast uncertainty 
relative to the convection-parameterizing ensemble which resulted in more reliable 
convection-allowing precipitation forecasts.  The results imply that the skill gained by 
increasing to convection-allowing resolution outweighs the skill lost by decreasing the 
ensemble size, which supports the research hypothesis for this component 
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1) The ratio of ensemble spread generated by both analysis and model uncertainty to that 
generated from only model uncertainty is sensitive to whether a convection-allowing or 
convection-parameterizing ensemble is used.  2) The ability of the convection-allowing 
ensemble to capture smaller scale variability than in the convection-parameterizing 
ensemble will result in more statistically consistent forecasts in the convection-allowing 
ensemble. 
 
 The configuration of the convection-allowing ensemble examined in this component 
facilitated the testing of these hypotheses.  The convection-allowing ensemble consisted of 
five members using both perturbed initial and lateral boundary conditions and mixed-physics, 
as well as five members using only mixed-physics.  The convection-parameterizing ensemble 
was constructed to mirror this convection-allowing ensemble.  Ensemble spread for 12 
forecast fields was examined for 20 cases.   
 It was found that for some fields, contributions to ensemble spread from model 
uncertainty was higher in the convection-parameterizing ensemble which likely occurred 
because this ensemble contained an extra source of model uncertainty relative to the 
convection-allowing ensemble in the form of varied cumulus parameterizations.  However, 
for other fields, the relative contributions to ensemble spread depended on the variable 
examined.   
 Spread-error analyses revealed that the convection-allowing ensemble had better 
statistical consistency than the convection-parameterizing ensemble for mass-related fields 
(e.g., mean-sea-level pressure, geopotential height) and wind-related fields, but that there 
were no noticeable differences for low-level temperature and dewpoint fields.  Thus, 
hypothesis 1) for this component was generally supported, while hypothesis 2) was supported 
for some fields that were examined and not for others. 
 
 The ability of the convection-allowing ensemble members to simulate the genesis and 
maintenance of a MCV and its effects on the larger scale environmental flow result in much 
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better forecasts of the pre-convective environment associated with this regional outbreak 
relative to the convection-parameterizing forecasts. 
 The analysis of the MCV-related regional severe weather outbreak that occurred 01 
June 2007 in eastern Iowa and northwest Illinois revealed that enhanced mid-level winds and 
low-level shear just downstream from an MCV led to favorable severe weather conditions in 
which multiple tornadoes occurred.  Subsequent analysis of convection-allowing and 
convection-parameterizing forecasts found that the convection-allowing simulations had 
much better forecasts of the environmental conditions preceding the regional severe weather 
outbreak than the convection-parameterizing forecasts.  It was found that the convection-
allowing ensemble forecasts were superior because many of the members were able to 
properly simulate the MCV while many of the convection-parameterizing members could 
not.  The findings support the hypothesis for this component. 
    
Recommendations for future research   
 For the first two components of this dissertation analyses were restricted to 23 cases 
during the spring of 2007.   Thus, because of the limited time period examined and relatively 
small sample of cases, it is not clear whether these results are representative of other periods 
with different flow regimes.  For example, the mid-summer months of July and August which 
are typically characterized by a dominant upper-level ridge over the central US and “weakly-
forced” convective events, may be even more advantageous to convection-allowing 
ensembles because of a stronger diurnal signal during mid-summer relative to spring.  
Different results for the mid-summer months may also be revealed examining the spread 
contributions, especially given that previous work shows greater sensitivity to model 
uncertainty during weak forcing (e.g., Stensrud et al. 2000).  Thus, it is recommended that 
future work explore convection-allowing ensembles for larger sets of cases and for different 
types of precipitation events and large scale weather regimes.  Given the massive amounts of 
data involved with evaluating convection-allowing forecasts, examining large sets of cases is 
particularly challenging.   
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 Furthermore, because of the difficulties documented with applying traditional 
verification metrics to high-resolution precipitation forecasts, it is recommended that 
alternative approaches for verifying high resolution model output continue to be explored.  
Recent examples of alternative methods include entity based techniques (Ebert and McBride 
2000; Davis et al. 2006), which have only recently been applied to ensemble output (e.g., 
Gallus 2009), and fuzzy verification methods that reward forecasts for being “close” and can 
identify the spatial scales at which forecasts can be considered skillful (e.g., Schwartz et al. 
2009).   
 A study that is currently being conducted, but not included in this dissertation, 
involves a combination of these recommendations.  A “fuzzy” equitable threat score (ETS; 
Schaefer 1990) is developed in which hits are categorized when observed rainfall occurs 
within a specified radius (r) of a grid-point where rainfall was observed, and misses when 
forecast rainfall does not occur within (r) of a grid-point with observed rainfall.  The “fuzzy” 
ETS is computed for different large scale weather regimes identified using Self Organizing 
Maps (e.g., Gutowski et al. 2004; Cassano et al. 2006) for a large set of convection-allowing 
precipitation forecasts obtained from the National Center for Atmospheric Research covering 
warm-season months during 2004-2008.  The “fuzzy” ETS will be used to identify periods in 
which convection-allowing forecasts perform particularly good or bad relative to the 
operational NAM forecasts used for initial and lateral boundary conditions in the convection-
allowing forecasts.   
 Finally, more convection-allowing ensemble simulations of MCVs should be 
examined to see if the results examined in the third research component are typical of other 
MCVs.  It is suspected that more typical MCV cases that occur in the presence of a large 
scale ridge rather than in the presence of a large cut-off upper-low will be associated with a 
lesser degree of predictability that what was observed for the case examined herein.   
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APPENDIX 
VORTICITY BUDGET TERMS IN GEMPAK 
 
 This appendix documents the functions in GEMPAK (General Meteorology 
PAcKage; http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/gempak/package_information/) used to 
compute the terms in the vorticity budget equation.   
 The vorticity equation for frictionless flow in isobaric coordinates can be expressed as: 
 
 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  
 
where  is the vertical component of relative vorticity, f the Coriolis parameter,  the 
horizontal velocity, c the motion of the vortex, and  the vertical velocity in isobaric 
coordinates.  Term (1) is change in relative vorticity due to the “vortex-relative” flow, (2) is 
vertical advection, (3) is stretching of relative vorticity, (4) is stretching of planetary vorticity, 
and (5) is tilting of horizontal vorticity into the vertical.   
 An example of the GEMPAK functions used to compute terms 1) - 5) at the 600-hPa 
level is shown below (unless otherwise specified, GLEVEL = 600): 
 
1) VORTEX RELATIVE HORIZONTAL ADVECTION 
GFUNC = add(mul(sub(urel,u_vort),ddx(avor(wnd))),mul(sub(vrel,v_vort),ddy(avor(wnd)))) 
 
2) VERTICAL ADVECTION 
GFUNC = mul(quo(sub(vor(wnd@575),vor(wnd@625)),-50),vvel@600) 
 
3) STRETCHING (RELATIVE VORTICITY) 
GFUNC = mul(div(wnd),vor(wnd)) 
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4) STRETCHING (PLANETARY VORTICITY) 
GFUNC = mul(div(wnd),corl) 
 
5) TILTING 
GLEVEL = 625:575 
GFUNC = mul(sub(mul(ddx(vvel@600),quo(ldf(vrel),-
 50)),mul(ddy(vvel@600),quo(ldf(urel),-50))),-1) 
 
Definitions of GEMPAK functions used: 
 add - addition 
 sub - subtraction 
 mul - multiplication 
 quo - division 
 div - divergence 
 avor - absolute vorticity 
 vor - vorticity 
 ddx - centered difference in the x-direction 
 ddy - centered difference in the y-direction 
 ldf - layer difference 
 
Definitions of variables used: 
 urel - component of wind in x-direction 
 vrel - component of wind in y-direction 
 wnd - horizontal wind vector 
 corl - Coriolis parameter 
 vvel - vertical velocity in pressure coordinates 
 u_vort - component of vortex motion in x-direction 
 v_vort - component of vortex motion in y-direction 
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